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\1 j . ABSTRACT
ti This report describes the development of a conceptual
,v
packaging design for the NASA-George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center Programmable Power Processor being developed for the NASA a`
'•	 i . Advanced Programs 25-kW Power Module.	 Theg	 power processor
operates in several modes, delivering up to 100 amperes of
regulated electrical power, operating at input voltages to 375
volts with outputs controlled by an integral microprocessor,
y Several alternative packaging concepts are discussed and
evaluated.	 High-voltage design applications, power stage
interconnection and EMI considerations are also discussed.
Preliminary	 hermal analyses were performed and the resultsY	 y	 P	 e	 is
presented foreach conceptual approach with parametric study
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The programmable power processor (P 3 ) is a key element in
-. NASA's 25-kilowatt power module program currently in the advanced g,
development phase.	 The 25-kil,)watt power module uses high-voltage* }
solar arrays for energy collection and power processing groups of j
batteries, charge controllers- and load bus regulators to supply
25-kilowatts of electrical_ power at approximatel y 28 volts to the
t
Shuttle orbiter and internal housekeeping requirements.
e;
The P3 assembly is in.;-eaded to function as a battery charge
control unit, or as a buck regulator with its output characteris-
tics programmed by an in,;-_^rnal microprocessor. 	 Output power and
voltage levels have been chosen to not	 only support Shuttle or-
biter missions but also future large space power systems using
higher voltage distribution networks. 	 The unit can deliver up to
3 kilowatts of regulated power at 30 volts. 	 Configured as a
charge controller, the output is 1.20 to 180 Vdc. 	 By developing a
standardized modular power processor capable of performing a vari-
ety of functions with autonomous control, NASA expects saving°v:
j many millions of dcllar6 c.)iapared with systems utilizing Skyl. ^b
type hardware for power processing.	 These savings are possib7
due to the reduced number ^f units required to satisfy the s,a
power level.
In support of Marshall Space Flight Center's ,P3 developmeii .,
Martin Marietta has undertaken a design study to examine various<
alternatives in packaging the P3 assembly leading twoard an op-
i
timized packaging concept based oncost, performance, size and e
weight factors.	 The effort is discussed in detail in this reports
with conclusions and recommendations for a P3 packaging design,
The major problems addressed in this study include thermal cox:°




`	 The programmable power processor (P3) offers a major chal-
lenge for the packaging designer in several areas. This unit is
required to condition spacecraft electrical power with an input
'	 voltage as high as 375 Vdc when configured as a battery charger,
and output current up to 100 amperes when configured as a bus reg-
ulator.	 Compared with the more typical spacecraft power regula-
tor, the peak power, voltage stress, and current levels are up by
roughly an order of magnitude. 	 Thus the design problem is made
more complex due to large components, high thermal dissipation of
power switching devices, and high voltage and current levels--all
of which require special packaging consideration for successful
design.
The objective of this effort is to develop a packaging concept
i
capable of satisfying the P3 requirements for NASA's 25-kilowatt
power module system resulting in minimum size, weight and cost im-
pact while meeting all design criteria for the P3 as they per-
x;"s
tain to packaging. 	 In examining various conceptual packaging ap-
proaches we have attempted to identify the more significant prob-
lems; and recommend what appears to be the best solution from the
viewpoint ofeconomy, efficiency and performance.	 Performance of
' a detailed packaging design is not within the scope of this ini.-
tial concept study.	 Tradeoff studies have been conducted with
sufficient analyses to define an optimum packaging concept for thet	 ,
P3
 assembly.	 Further design refinement and optimization of the
selected approach are necessary to define specific performance
limits in thermal control and structural capability and to mini-
mize weight, volume and cost factors.
i








The overall circuit arrangement is shown in Figure 1 in simp-
lified form.	 The power processor load current is supplied by
three parallel power stages operating in phased sequence with each
output power transistor having its own commutating diode and fil-
ter inductor.	 The poser stages operate at 10 kHz with a variable
duty cycle for conduction up to 100%. 	 The maximum output current
for each power stage is 100 amperes and maximum input voltage is
375 volts.	 These conditions occur under separate operating modes.
The preregulator base drive circuits also operate at 10 kHz
squarewave with voltages to 375 volts peak. 	 The remaining cir-
cuits, with the exception of input and output filter ,banks, oper-
ate at 20 volts or less.
A partial list of circuit functions and associated parts by
type is included in Appendix A and ,nay be considered representa-
tive for preliminary packaging considerations. 	 Other design cri-
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	1.	 EMI
The power processor operation involves current switching with
high di/dt as well as high dv/dt sources. These include the input
capacitor bank, power switching output transistor and commutating
diode for di/dt-induced EMI. The base drive circuits for the pow-
er stages and the preregulator are sources of dv/dt-induced EMI.
r
	 2.	 Thermal Loads
The maximum steady-state thermal power dissipation is 608
watts total with each power stage dissipating a maximum of 155
watts. A detailed breakdown of part thermal dissipation is given
in Table 3 of Section D (thermal analysis). Allowable temperature
Limits for semiconductor junctions is 1250C. For other elec-
tronic parts the maximum case temperature was taken to be 850C
as a conservative limit,
	
3.	 Environments
The environmental criteria are tabulated.
a. Temperature	 --	 Controlled baseplate temperature
from`-20 to 100.




Random: 0.24 g2 /Hz max,	
-
20 to 2000 Hz, 12.5 g rms composite
-- Sine: 3 to 10 Hz at 1 -in. DA
10 to 35 Hz at 5-g peak
35 to 50 Hz at 1-g peak
d. Acoustical Eloise	 --	 145 dB
e. Humidity	 --	 Per MIL-STD-810C, Method 507.1
Procedure l (Nonoperational)










Several packaging approaches were examined, with changing em-
phasis on such factors as modularity, thermal performance, struc-
tural efficiency, cost and EMI control. Common to each of these
alternative concepts was the power stage componentinterrelation-
ship in which the major stud-mounted power devices associated with
a single power stage were mounted closely together on a machined
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Figure 2
Power Stage Transistor and Diode Mounting
The EMI and heat transfer considerations were the primary
drivers in selecting this approach. Similarly, the power stage
inductor and base drive circuits were located adjacent to the pow-
.
z	 er semiconductor cluster of each power stage to facilitate EMI
control.
1.	 Alternative Approaches
Figures 3 through 7 illustrate five.packag,ing concepts, in-
cluding the overall configurations and parts arrangement for each
conceptual approach.
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rIn configuration 1 (Fig. 3) the input and output filter capac-
itor banks and the three power stages are integrated in a baseh
chassis.	 Input and output connectors and associated filters are
located at opposite ends of the chassis.	 The power stages are ar-
ranged so the power transistor, commutating diode and base drive
transistor, the major thermal dissipators in this circuit, alter-
nate between opposite sides of the enclosure to distribute the
major heat load.	 Such low-power circuitry as the microporcessor,
telemetry signal conditioning and control interface circuits are
' mounted on printed wiring boards grouped together in a secondlevel
chassis that forms a cover for the base enclosure. 	 A second group
of printed wiring boards contains the housekeeping power and con- x"
trol circuits and is also mounted in the upper-level chassis with
F
stud-mounted parts on machined ribs adjacent to the circuit '-
boards.	 Compartments for isolating the two groups of circuits may
be machined into the ,upper chassis for EMI control.
The upper and lower chassis are interconnected by an external'
harness and connectors located at the ouptut end of the assembly.
External control inputs and telemetry signals are routed through a
connector interface at the microprocessor end of the top chassis.
The base chassis structure consists of a machined aluminum
baseplate with internal reinforcing ribs and component attachment
bosses fastened to sidewalls and endplates. 	 Primary component
loads are introduced directly into the base.	 The second-level
chassis is -a single machined_ structure with a top cover to com-
plete the enclosure.
	
Primary structural and thermal load paths
from the upper-level chassis are taken through the base chassis
wall6 to the mounting base. 	 Alternative fabrication techniques
for the base chassis_ include a single machined (hog-out) chassis,
a welded _plate structure or a_machined casting. 	 The final selec-
tion of fabrication methods should be based on fabrication capa-










































'	 -igu..re 3	 Configuration I, P3 Packaging Layout 30.5 cm n 53.3 cm




Configuration 2 (Fig. 4) is a modular approach in which the
power stages are packaged as three iednetical modules to be
mounted directly on a spacecraft coldplate.	 The power modules are
joined to a second-level compartmented chassis containing the in-
put and output filter banks, housekeeping power and control cir-
cuits, and telemetry and microprocessor boards.
	 The power stages
and the filter bank are interconnected by harnessing and cable
runs through access holes at the chassis interfaces.	 Low-power
control and telemetry interconnection to the power modules are
provided by connector interfaces and external cable runs between
the upper chassis and each power module. 	 A single power stage
module can be removed fromthe assembly for maintenance or re-
placement by disconnecting the module power lines at the filter
bank power bus, separating the module control connector and -remov-
ing the fasteners joining the upper mainframe structure and power
module.
	
EMI is controlled by providing compartments for sensitive
circuit elements, grouping and shielding cable runs and utilizing
internal feedthrough filters for isolation.	 Structural and ther-
mal load paths for the upper-level components are via the chas-
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Figure 4 Configuration 2, P Packaging Layout 	 27.9 em	 50<3 c-ra
(11.0 in.)-	 (19.8 i . )
Configuration 3 is an integrated assembly arranged .as shown in
Figure 5. Input and output capacitor filter banks are located at
one end adjacent to both main power connectors. Three power
stages are alternately arranged in the central portion of the




	 keeping circuits occupy the opposite end of the assembly with the
microprocessor, control, interface circuits and telemetry signal




for EMI isolation. Access to the microprocessor is effected by
removal of the assembly endplate.
The housekeeping power and control circuits are on printed-
wiring boards supported by the subchassis, with associated stud-
mounted components located on adjacent heat sink brackets. Inter-
nal connector interfaces between the control and power stages fa-
cilitate checkout of the low-level circuits prior to installation
in the main assembly and provide easy access for troubleshooting
and maintenance (power bus interconnection is discussed separately
under subsection 4). The major components and subassemblies are
mounted directly to the assembly base structure to minimize ther-













Configuration 4 (Fig. 6) is a. departure from the other ap-
proaches in that it assumes a coldrail mounting scheme as opposed
to base mounting.	 This results in a near-center-of-gravity (cg)
mounting approach with good potential for improved structural ef-
ficiency and compactness.	 The power stages are mounted to one
side of a central support structure, with the filter capacitor
banks, housekeeping power and control and microprocessor circuits
mounted on the opposite side.	 Isolation is provided by a subchas-
sis that encloses the microprocessor and telemetry signal condi-
tioning boards.	 The two enclosures on either side of the central
plate structure may be fabricated from low-cost deep-drawn alumi-
num parts available commercially as a standard item and attached
to a flanged interface at the central support structure.
	 A con-
nector bracket is required to support the power connectors located
above the mounting plate at one end of the assembly.	 Cabling from
the power! stages to the capacitor bank and control circuits is
:..	 kept very short in this arrangement by routing cables through the
central plate.	 Structural and thermal loads are carried directly
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Figure 6	 Configuration 4, P 3 Packaging Layout P '-d
(10-.3 in.) (15.3 in.)
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Configuration 5 (Fig. 7) is an alternative approach in mode- _i
t^
•	 larizing the power stages, with improved thermal conduction as
compared with configuration 2,,, The power stages with associated
pulsewidth modulation'circuits are packaged in interchangeable
modules and e,-onnectedit-o a mainframe chassis containing the ca-
pacitor-filter banks, housekeeping power and control circuits, and
the microprocessor. The! mainframe is compartmented to provide
isolation for . low-level circuits ) cabling access and EMI control
for the filter section. The power stage modules interface with
the mainframe via bulkhead connectors : . Access . for connector-in-
stalla,tion is provided by removal of the mainframe cover plate.
Input and output power connectors are located at either end of the
mainframe lower compartment. Major power stage components and
capacitor banks are mounted directly to the chassis base struc-





1 2 3 4 5
Producibility Fair Poor Good Excellent Poor
Maintainability Fair Good Fair Fair Excellent
EMI Control Fair Good Fair Good Good
Weight Good Fair Fair. Good Poor
Size Fair Fair Fair Excellent Poor






Table 1 is an attempt at rating conceptual alternatives for
t
such factors as cost potential (producibility), ease of trouble-
shooting and repair or replacement of components (maintain-
ability), isolation of sensitive components or major EMI sources
(EMT control), plus relative weight, size and overall thermal per-
formance.
Table l Packaging Factors
Since the design concepts are very preliminary at this .stage
of P3
 development ' the ratings tend to be qualitative judgments
rather than based on hard facts. In evaluating producibility fac
r
tors.we considered the number of machined details to fabricate and
assemble, plus the relative accessibility of components in final
assembly. Maintainability was considered enhanced through the use
of connectors and replaceable modules. EMI control considered 	 !
short and direct routing of 'high-current conductors as being de-
sirable. Weight, size and thermal performance factors were based







a 3.	 Weight and Volume Summary
Table 2 s.umaarizes the weight breakdown and integration volume
requirements for each of the five packaging concepts. For this
estimate the base structures (primary component -mounting surfaces)
were assumed to be equivalent in weight to a uniform aluminum
plate with a 0.48 centimeter (0.188-in.) thickness, recognizing
that in the actual design the dimensions vary considerably based
on thermal and structural considerations. Similarly, walls and
covers were assumed to average 0.25-centimeter 0.10 in.) thick
aluminum except in areas of insert bosses. For configuration 4
the aluminum cover enclosures were taken to be 0.16 centimeters
(0.063 in.) in thickness.
The integration volumes listed in Table 2 were calculated as
the product of overall width, length and height using maximum di-
mensions and ignoring flanges and connectors. The irregular
shapes of configurations 1 and 5 suffer somewhat in this compari-
son but more accurately reflect the usable space requirements for
spacecraft integration.
Table 2 P 3 Weight and Volume Summary (Weight in kg)
Component
Configuration
1 2 13_ 4 5
-Housekeeping Power and Control
Circuits (4 Boards + 6 Large
Transistors) 0.907
-Base Drive PWB Assembly 0.581
-Microprocessor (2 PWB As-
semblies) 0.363
-Pulsewidth Modulator
0 PWB Assemblies) 0.807
-Capacitor Bank Terminal Board 0.209
-Power Diode (MR874) 0.051 These Items Are the
Power Transistor (D60T455010) 0.680 16.512 Same for All




-Basic Structure 7.046 10.696 9.671	 7.239 14.170
-Connectors 0.476 0.748 0.295	 0.340 0.408
-Wire, Potting, Miscellaneous
Hardware 1. 814 1.588 1.814
	
1.588 1.588;
-Total Weight, kg 25.8 29.5 28.3	 25.7 32.7
-Integration Volume,





r4.	 Power Stage Interconnection
As described earlier in this report, the power stage circuits
are operated in parallel from the input power bus and sequenced by
6	 the control circuits to deliver the appropriate load current. To
physically accommodate this paralleling function and provide for a
100-ampere line capacity to each power stage, the P 3
 packaging
approaches all utilize the terminal board-busbar configuration il-
lustrated in Figure 8. In this approach large bifurcated termi-
nals are used as junctions for multiple 12-gage conductors from
the input shunt and the three power stage buses. A conductor pat-
tern stamped or machined from 1-millimeter thick copper sheet is
laminated to an epoxy glass substrate to form an interconnection
bus pattern. Terminals are installed and soldered to finger-like
extensions of the bus that act to facilitate soldering by reducing
the heat sinking effect of the copper bus. The terminal board is
designed to also accept and interconnect the filter capacitors
that comprise the input and output filter banks. The bus geometry
shown in the figure is representative of P 3
 configurations 2, 4
and 5. Variations of the same approach are used in the other con-
ceptual designs. The unusally large quantity of terminals shown
	 j
in the figure are required to provide terminations for six 12-gage
conductors to each of the three power 'stage positive buses, which
must have the capacity for 100 amperes. Additional terminals are
required for multiple conductors from the input and power stage`
shunts, output connector and capacitor bank. The negative bus,
located in the center of the terminal board, functions as a sin-
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As a design requirement not previously mentioned, the output
filter capacitors must be capable of being interconnected as a 3x3
parallel-series combination when the P3
 is configured as a bat-
tery charge control unit, and connected as nine capacitors in ser-
ies when operating as a load bus regulator. The terminal board
nterconnection approach easily accommodates this requirement as
illustrated in Figure 8.
Terminal junctions were selected over other methods using me-
chanical joints to facilitate insulation of high-voltage condue
tors and terminations and avoid the air entrapment dining con-
r	formal coating or encapsulating operations that could lead to co-
rona problems in flight. This problem is discussed in the follow-
ing Section C. Although not particularly desirable in highvoltage
equipment design, soldered terminal configurations suitable for --
high-voltage applications are well defined and have been success-
fully used in spaceflight hardware. Care must be taken to avoid
sharp edges, protrusions of wire ends, and other conditions that
concentrate electrical fields leading to eventual breakdown of the
insulation system.
C.	 HIGH-VOLTAGE CONSIDERATIONS
In spacecraft equipment design, high-voltage packaging is
usually associated' with particle detector experiment power sup-




devices with circuits operating in the kilovolt or 10's of kilo-
volts range. Great care is invariably taken during the electrical,
and mechanical design of such hardware to reduce or avoid corona
effects and insulation breakdown--often with less than complete
success.
Most spacecraft equipment is operated at voltages low enough
that corona or insulation breakdown is not even a consideratirin
during design reviews and prototype testing, despite the fact that
given appropriate conditions corona can exist at almost any vol-
tage level.* The usual design practices employed For circuit
board design, conformal coating, cleanliness and outgassing con-
trol are sufficient to prevent electrical breakdown problems in
most cases.
1.	 The P3 High-Voltage Problem
The P3 circuits and _operating modes involve do voltages up
to 375 volts and ac voltage levels at 10 kHz squarewave and at a
375-volt peak. Based on Paschen's law concerning the behavior of
electrical disharges in gases, corona and subsequent arcing will
occur at a theoreteical minimum voltage of 275 volts peak for air
under certain conditions of temperature, electrode configuration.,
etc. The inclusion of trace quantities of other gases can con-
siderably reduce the minimum breakdown voltage. The ,effect of ac
frequency is to lower the breakdown peak voltage at critical pres-
sure so that at 10 kHz the lower voltage breakdown limit is 210
volts peak. This is shown in Figure 9 extracted from JPL Design
Requirements, DM509306A. In addition to ac frequency and gas com-
position, the minimum breakdown voltage is influenced by the elec-
trode configuration, temperature, conductor surface properties and
the presence. of coatings or contaminants on conductors.
1
---------------* .--.-^---------------^-------=---------------------------- ---
r	 W. G Dunbar High-Voltage Design Criteria, 50M05189, George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center, August 1972.
i
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' The voltage breakdown and corona onset voltage data based on
Paschen's law are presented as a function of gas pressure for
fixed spacing of electrodes (Fig. 10) or as a function of pressure
times spacing.*	 Considering the maximum operating voltages for
the P3 circuits of 375 volts and electrode spacing ranging from
'
i -	 a theprobable minimum of 0.25 centimeter to a maximum path inside
r
enclosure of 65.0 centimeters, the critical pressure range for the
P3
 works out to approximately 0.2 NJm2 to 2000 N/m2 0.5 x
10
-3
 to 15.0 tort).
This assumes an air atmosphere.
	 The range tray- -shift up to two
orders of magnitude at the high end in helium or argon -'atmos-
pheres.
	 In this range of critical pressure with maximum operating
voltages, the unit could experience electrical breakdown in the
form of an, avalanche discharge corona or arcing unless special
precautions are taken in the design and manufacture to prevent
their occurrence.	 Similarly, inadequate or improper use of solid
dielectrics, contamination of insulating surfaces, sharp-edged or
pointed conductors or any of several other factors can cause




Several approaches appear to be available to ensure that the
P3 will function properly in its assigned mission.
	
The specific
approach taken must consider such operational requirements as the
extent of pressure decay at the initial turn-on of the P3, the
gas composition during operational life,- and expected pressure
changes in the environment due to spacecraft coolant venting,-
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	 For instance, one might assume that the P 3
 assembly will
'	 never "be required to operate within its critical pressure range.
*-
	
	 Or as a mission constraint the P3
 operation may be restricted to
environmental pressures outside of its critical range.




to operate for short periods of time at critical pressures and
during such time corona may be allowed to occur provided there is
no damage to either internal or external components and the degra-
dation is kept within acceptable limits.
A third approach to high-voltage design for the P might be
to consider the unit as having to operate within full specifica-
tion requirements throughout its design life without arcing or co-
rona at any pressure.
There are significant cost advantages in designing for opera-
tion outside of the critical pressure range, not only in develop-
ment costs but also in fabrication and testing. High-voltage de-
sign techniques would still be required in the selection and _ap-
plication of solid dielectrics, printed wiring board_ layouts and
joining techniques, and special attention to venting provisions in
the design would be required to prevent entrapment of gases. How
ever, shielding of high-voltage conductors and terminations could
e
	
	 be simplified or eliminated in the absence of a corona-susceptible
atmosphere, making connector selection and application easier.
The compromise approach that allows for corona and/or arcing`
to a limited degree has about the same benefits as designing for
restricted-pressure operation. The design and manufacturing cost
would be lower as compared with a design that must operate totally
corona-free in any pressure environment. Allowing a limited de-
gree of corona such as might occur during initial spacecraft vent-
ing and outgassing or during propellent venting or heat 'exchanger
water dumping may be acceptable within mission constraints.
i
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rThe approach that requires a design capable of unlimited pres-
sure operation with no corona or arcing permitted results in maxi-
mum flexibility in the use of P3
 equipment, but requires extreme
care in the design, fabrication and testing to assure total
corona-free operation.	 Additional shielding of high-voltage ca-
bling and components would be required along with the probable
need to develop a suitable power connector to operate in this en-
vironment.
3.	 High-Voltage Design Applications
' The circuits in the P3 assembly that must be given special
consideration for high-voltage protection include the entire pos.-	
M
L tive power bus, input and output filter bank, preregulator and
c base drive circuits, the power stage components and the power con-
nectors.	 To avoid breakdown, special techniques in printed wiring
k board design and assembly are required. 	 Conductor patterns, lead
spacing, part mounting and soldering of leads and hookup wire
should follow the criteria defined in the NASA publications on
high voltage design to avoid high localized fields that could
overstress the insulation. 	 Component and conductor spacing must
be controlled to limit dielectric stress to about 10% of its ac-`
tual breakdown voltage to account for aging factors, variations in
material properties, temperature and outgassing effects and Ilona
ductor Shapes.
y, If the equipment is to operate at critical pressures 	 ground
shields must be employed to prevent the buildup of strong electric
fields on the surface of insulation leading to eventual breakdown
of the surrounding gas volume. 	 This gas discharge occurs in both,








Dunbar* presents an equation for the voltage developed across
a gas capacitor in series with a solid dielectric that can be used
to illustrate how applied voltage is distributed in a dielectric









V	 _	 applied voltage,	 -:
Vg	 -	 voltage across the gas gap,
is
	 solid dielectric thickness,
t	 =	 gas dielectric thickness,
E	 =	 dielectric constant of solid,s
and dielectric constant of gas is = 1,
For a typical insulating material with s  = 3 and is/tg = 1,
the potential across the gas dielectric Vg is 751 of the total ap-
plied voltage.	 If the is/tg
 ratio is 0.1, the voltage across
the gas dielectric is about 971 of the applied voltage.
Thus, in the P3 circuits, to avoid electrical discharge of a
gas in the critical pressure range we must carefully insulate and
shield all high-voltage conductors and components to prevent gas
pockets from occurring in places where high electric fields exist
and to minimize possibility of gases occurring at critical pres-
sure during operation.
For the do circuits operating up to 375 volts, we can design
for voltage stress levels up to 250 volts applied across the gas
volumes, assuming; a reasonable degree of contamination control and
proper conductor configurations.	 At higher voltage stress levels,
the minimum breakdown voltage; level of the gas would be exceeded,








For do circuits the discharge rate of solid-gaseous dielectrics in
I' series is a function of dielectric constant and resistivity of the
f
materials,involved.
	 This can result in low repetition rates for
gaseous discharge on the order of one per hour.
	
Because of the
possibility of low-rate corona discharge, it is necessary to test
for sufficiently long periods to verify design performance. 	 When
considering the high-voltage 10-kHz squarewave circuits found in
the preregulator power stage base drive and power stage output de-
vices, the lower voltage breakdown potential for air is reduced to
210 volts.	 Careful insulating and shielding of conductors and
circuit elements is even more important here since corona break-
down will be in the form of sustained discharge with rapid degra-
dation of insulating systems.
Adequate venting is very important in designs intended to
operate below the critical pressure range.
	
In addition to provid-
ing sufficient vent areas in the main enclosure and to avoid
high-pressure differentials in subchassis during ascent pressure
decay, special provisions must be made to preclude entrapped gases
in the component subassemblies, cabling and connectors. 	 Cabling
presents a particulary'difficult problem since entrapped gas can
cause Tong-term outgassing at cable ends, exposing wise termina-
tions to gases at critical pressure levels.
	
Flaws in the wire
jacketing material or damage to insulated wire due to flexing can
result in delamination of the insulation layers with entrapment of
gas.	 The gas pocket eventually reaches critical pressure and be-
comes a likely source for corona discharge and breakdown of the
insulating materials.
Connectors are also noted for gas entrapment and must be -modi-
fied by ,adding vent holes or selecting high-voltage connectors de-
i






The use of eneapsulants and conformal coatings often results
in gas bubbles that diffuse down to critical pressures with re-
sulting corona. Special techniques must be used in cleaning sur-
faces to be encapsulated or coated and the insulating compounds
must be degassed and subjected to vacuum prior to curing to elimi-
nate voids.
The design criteria and guidelines for high-voltage design are
covered to some degree in several NASA publications issued by
Marshall Space Plight Center (MSFC-STD-531, soon to be released),
Goddard. Space Flight Center (NASA SP-208 and NASA TND-7948), and
Jet Propulsion Laboratories OPL Design requirements, DM509306A).
These documents emphasize the need for a thorough development pro-
gram, strict controls on pant and material selection and applica-




The P3` design utilizes three semiconductor power stages, in-
put/output capacitors and printed wiring boards (PWBs) as listed
in Table 3. The temperature requirements of the semiconductor
junctions and the temperature of the PWBs are the thermal design
drivers. In our thermal ,analysis we utilized a conservative upper
temperature limit of 125°C for the semiconductorjunctions and
85°C for the PWBs and parts. The analyses showed that space-
craft application requires the P3 package to be coldplated be-
cause of the high power dissipation of 608 watts.
c	 The five alternative P 3 packaging concepts, the selected
i
baseline approach and a thermal design summary of the baseline
configuration are shown in Figure 11. The packaging concepts it
E
lustrated consider one and two-level concepts in conjunction with
power stage modularity approaches. Each candidate design is cold-
plate-mounted except configuration 4, which utilizes coldrails.
All cases are aluminum and base/coldplate areas vary from 149




































Base Drive 1 3
Base Drive 2 3
Base Drive 3 3
Telemetry 12
Control 2
Pulsewidth Modulator 1 5
Pulsewidth Modulator 2 5
























a Thermal Design Summary
! - Spacelab-Specified Thermal
- MSFC-Specified Parts and Part Filler Between Base and 10°C
Powers, 608 W Total Coldplate
- - Semiconductor Electrically - No Radiation to External
Isolated with Cho-Therm Environment	 -,
Spacersj - Internal Radiation with
PWBs-Dissipat.e Heat by Radiation Surface. Emissivity of 0.9
Only
- Average Case Wall Thickness































A computerized thermal math model was constructed for etch
alternative packaging concept and part temperature predicts pq 	 ^!jr^u'y
° were generated. 	 These studies showed that the thermal require-K
meets can be met for all parts for each configuration except con-
figuration 4 (Fig. 1) without the complexity of heat pipes. 	 Con-
figuration 3 has been baselined because of adequate thermal per-
formance and the inherent simplicity of one--level packaging. 	 Con-
figuration 3 also does aot require that the PWB's radiation cool-
ing be supplemented by a conduction enhancement approach. 	 The
thermal performance of configuration 5 is at least as good as con-
figuration 3 but it was not selected because of the higher fabri-
cation costs and relatively poor Freight and volume factors.
Configuration 3 analyses showed that the average temperatures
for the case and base are 22.4 0 and 15.2 0C respectively.	 The
peak temperature of 105.7 0C occurs for the power stage 2 diode
junction and the PWB average temperature is 80 0 C.	 Subsequent
parametric analyses indicated an adequate thermal design margin.
The thermal analysis task was divided into a preliminary and
final phase as shown in Figure 12. 	 The preliminary analysis task
5
considered the five packaging options whereas the final studies
concentrated on the thermal performance evaluation of the selected
baseline.
	
The preliminary studies utilized a 30-node thermal math
model for each option and the final studies a 50-node model. 	 The
thermal models are coded for use by the Martin Marietta inter-
active thermal analysis system (MTTAS) computer program.
The thermal conductivities and thermal conductance values used
I in construction of the thermal, models are listed in Table 4. 	 The
# 'Transistor D.A.T.A. Book provides the semiconductor junction-to-
case thermal conductance, whereas the base- to—coldplate condur-
tances have been obtained from the Spacelab Accommodations
Handbook.
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Table 4 ThermaZ Design Data
Item Value
Parts/Case
Aluminum Thermal Conductivity 1.73 W/cm °C
Bolt Thermal Conductance 0.26 W/ °C
Parts /Case Emissivity 0.9
Semiconductors
Junction-to-Case 'thermal Conductance (1)
Power Transistor (T159)- 5.0 W/°C
Driver (T061) 0.5 W/°C
Diode (MR874) 1.25 W/°C
Cho-Therm-R (1671) (2)
Thermal Conductivity 0.042 W/cm °C
Contact Thermal Conductance 4.55 W/°C
Metal-to-Metal Contact Thermal
Conductance at 250 psi 0.45 W/cm2 oC
Semiconductor Case-to-Structure
Calculated Thermal Conductance
Power Transistor (T159) 2.86 W/°C
Driver & Diode 0.70 W/°C
Coldplate
Component SurfaceThat Serves
, as Heat Transfer Area to Coldplate
Without Filler 6.25 cm2/Bolt
With Filler (4) Ail
Thermal Conductance from Component
Heat Transfer Area to Coldplate Coolant
Without Filler 0,15 W/cm2 °C
With Filler (4) 0.08 W/cm2 °C
(1)	 Transistor D.A.T.A. Book, autumn 1975.
(2)	 Chromerics, Woburn, Mass, 01801.
(3)	 Spacelab Accommodation Data Book, SLP/2104, June 1977
(4)	 Cho-Seal 1224 (0`.5-mm thick).
i
1.	 Part Thermal Models
Part mounting approaches are similar for all options and they
have been categorized for the thermal analysis discussions into
power stage semiconductors, printed wiring boards and m,scel-
laneous parts.
a.	 Power Stage Semiconductors - Each power stage consists of
three stud-mounted semiconductors as shown in Figure 13.	 Each
semiconductor is electrically hot and insulation is required be-
tween the semiconductor case and the mounting structure.
	 A 0.46
mm (18-mil) thick silicone rubber washer (Cho-Therm-R) provides
semiconductor case electrical insulation.
The semiconductor mount minimizes the thermal conductance from
the semiconductor case to the package base by using a 1.27 C.m
,
(D.SU in.) thick aluminum structure. 	 Semiconductor power is dis-
sipated at the semiconductor junction, and transferred by eondue-
tion to the case.
	 The overall thermal conductance between the
case and the mounting structure has been calculated considering
the contact thermal conductance and the thermal, conductance of the
- Cho-Therm crasher.
b.	 Printed Wiring Boards - A typical printed wiring board as-
sembly is illustsrated in Figure 14.
	 The PWBs are modeled as a
single node that represents the average temperature of outer
boards.	 Inner boards are assumed to have negligible power dissi-
pations.	 Heat is dissipaLrd from the PWBs by radiation to the
local environment and conduction to the case through the mounts.
Low PWB power density can result in an adequate design, that dissi-
pates heat only by radiation.
	 High PWB power density may require
conductive heat loss to maintain an acceptable temperature.
	 The
PWBs are typically manufactured of low `thermal conductivity ma-
ter.al and conductance enhancement schemes are often required. 	 An
y aluminum plate (0.45 cm thick assumed) bonded to the board can be
1
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* Baseline configuration 3 utilizes
only radiation from the PWBs.
Case
Figure 14 Pr-Lasted Wirlxg Board njp icaZ Mounting Collf-^guVation
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1L'	 In calculation of the overall thermal conductance from the PWB
9
a
to the case we considered the bolt `;end aluminum spacer effects.
Both radiation and radiation/conduction. PWB heat rejection ap-
proaches have been evaluated.
c. Miscellaneous Parts Other than semiconductors and PWBs,
most of the parts aremounted as depicted in Figure 15. The parts
are modeled as a sXngle node and radiative and conductive heat
losses are considered. Part thermal conduction considered the
l
	
	 bolt conductance between the part mounting flange and the base as
indicated. Analysis has shown that a thermal filler is not re-
























t2.	 Configuration Thermal Models
All package options utilize the same parts and to facilitate
the analysis a generalized model has been developed to serve as a
'	 common starting point. 	 The generalized P^ model nodal arrange- -
ment is illustrated in Figure 16. 	 The P3 case is represented by
three nodes and each part has been represented as a single node.
Radiation and conduction couplings calculated for each P3 con--
figuration have been used to update the generalized model to
represent each packaging option.
A simplified radiation analysis approach has been used where
individual radiation couplings between nodes are replaced, by a
single coupling to an effective radiation node ( ERN).	 In the
thermal math model, the ERN is anarithmetic node that assumes a
temperature representing a coupling -weighted-average of the sur-
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1 2 3 4 S
Input Caps 21.7 50.6 21.1 60.0 20.6
Output Caps 16.7 45.0 15.6 55.0 15.6
Diode Junction 100.6 102.2 100.6 166.7
	
(2) 100.0-
Inductor 22.8 25.0 21.7 60.6 21.1
PWB 56,1 61.7 55.0 98.3	 (3) 38.3
Base Drive (PWB) 29`.4 38.3 22.8 61.7 31.1
Average, Part (4) 24.4 35.0 21.7 61.1 23.3
Average, Case 32.2 36.1 41.4 63.7 18.3
(1)	 Si.molified 'Thermal Math Models,
608 W Total Power,
P14B Dissipates Heat by Radiation and Conduction,'
Spacelab Filler Between Base and 10°C'Coldplate,
No External Radiation, Internal Emissivity 0.9.
(2)	 Exceeds" Selected Upper Limit; al .t 25`C
(3)	 Exceeds Selected Upper Limit of 850C
(4)	 All Parts Except Semiconductors and 1'1;'738.
e r
4
The results of the preliminary studies presented in subsection
3 were used in the selection of configuration 3 as our baseline
packaging concept.
	 The configuration 3 thermal math model was de-
rived from the preliminary model by increasing the number of nodes
used to represent the case.
	 The case nodal breakdown was -in-
creased from 2 to 10 nodes and the base from 1 to 9 nodes.
- 3.	 Analysis Results
Part temperature predictions for normal operations and se-
lected parametric studies are discussed in the following subsec-
tions.
a.	 Thermal Performance of Configurations l through_5
	 - Part
r
temperature predictions are presented in Table 5 for configura-
tions 1 through 5 where temperatures are listed for six
flab Ze 8




representative parts.	 The six selected parts include the thermal
design":drivers, i.e., the diode junction and the PWB. 	 Conserva-
tive upper temperature limits of 125 0 and 850C were selected
for the semiconductor junction and the PWB respectively; an 85 0C	 i
upper temperature limit has been used for all other parts. 	 The
average part temperature presented was calculated using the area-
weighted temperature of all parts other than semiconductors and
PWBs.	 The average case temperature was similarly calculated using
the area-weighted temperatures of the case top and sides.
The analysis results presented in Table 5 show that all parts
are within temperature limits for all options except configuration
4.	 Configuration 4 was eliminated from further consideration be-
cause the diode and the PWBs exceed their upper temperature
limits.	 Note that the optimal PWB thermal design approach that
utilizes both radiation and conduction was considered in the part
temperatures presented in Table 5.
The effects of PWB radiation/conduction cooling on PWB tem-
peratures are presented for the four viable P3 configurations in
Table 6.	 Temperature predictions are presented for the PWB and
base drive ( also a PWB) for radiation cooling and for radiation
plus conduction cooling. 	 The results show that radiation cooling
is adequate for all configurations except 1 and 2.	 The PWBs are
located on the case top level, that is removed from the coldplated
Oase.	 Conduction cooling reduces the PWB temperature from 92.8 to
56.1°C for configuration 1 and from 95.0 to 61 . 7°C for con-
figuration 2.	 An alternative design approach would be to reduce
the power density by increasing the area.
Configuration 3^ a one -level packaging concept, was selected,
for further thermal analysis because of its inherent simplicity,
low cost and acceptable thermal performance.	 The following param-







Printed Turing Board RadiationlConduction Analysis Results
Heat Temperature, °C
ConfigurationPart Rejection,'	 I
Description Mode 1 2 3 5
E Radiation (3) 92.8	 (2) 95.0 (3) 72.2 58.3
J
^Pt Radiation (1),
& 56.1 61.7 55.0 38.3
Conduction (2)




&	 __- 29.4 38.3 22.8 31.1
Conduction (2)-
(1)	 Radiation from outer surfaces,
emissivity = 0.9 -
(2)	 Conduction assumes 0.02-inch 'aluminum plate
bonded to PWB.
(3) Above 85 °C upper limit.
Table 6
1) Internal case radiation;
2) External radiation sink;
3)i Semiconductor conduction to structure; 	 a
4) Case wall conduction.
Even , though these studies are for configuration 3 the results ap-
ply to all viable package options because of design similarities.
b. Internal Case Radiation The analysis results presented
in Table 7 show the effect of internal radiation on part tempera-
tures. Part temperatures are changed by 1°C or less by elimina-
tion of internal radiation for all listed parts except the PWB and
base drives. The analysis results without radiation correspond to
a zero thermal emittance part surface. A high-emittance part
coating, though not a major thermal design factor for normal oper-
ation, provides a margin for contingencies or failed mode opera-
h	 ^











Part With Internal Without Internal
Description Radiation Radiation
Input Caps 21.1 20.6
Output Caps 15.6 15.0
Diode Junction 100.6 100.6
Inductor 21.7 21.7
PWB 55.0 86.7
Base Drive 12.8 22.8
Average, Part 21.7 21.7
Average, Case 23.3 1	 22.2
(1)	 Simplified thermal math model,
608 W total power,
PWB=dissipates heat by radiation and conduction,
Spacelab filler between base and 10°C coldplate,
No external radiation, internal emissivity = 0.9.
c. External Radiation Sink - All thermal analyses have as- -
sumed that the P3 package is thermally insulated from the en-
vironment. A'study was completed to determine the effect of an
external radiation environmental thermal sink on P 3
 tempera-
tures. Critical part temperatures are presented as a function of
the radiation environment temperature in Figure 17 where the radi
ation sink has been varied from -20 to 80°C. The analysis re-
sults show that even though the average case temperature is in-
creased from 13 to 47 0C, the average part and diode junction are
changed by less than 2°C over the environmental temperatures
considered. The PWB temperature is acceptable at 70°C when the
radiation environment is 80°C. Even for a high-emittance case,













-20	 0	 20	 40	 60	 80
Radiation Environment Temperature, °C
Figure 17
Part Temperature As a Function of External
Radiation Sink, Configuration 3
d.	 Semiconductor Conduction to Structure - All semiconductor
'cases are electrically isolated from the structure using echo-
Therm silicon rubber washer.	 A parametric study was completed to a
determine the sensitivity of the diode junction and part tempera-
tures to changes in the semiconductor case-to-structure thermal
conductance.	 _.
Analysis results are presented in Figure 18 where part tem-
peratures are shown as 'a function of the change in semiconductor
case-to-structure thermal conductance.	 Parts other than the semi-
conductor junction are unaffected because a semiconductor case-
to-structure coupling is changed from'-25 to +25% of nominal.
	 The





















Part Temperature .43 a Function of
Semiconductor Case-Structure Conduction, Configuration 3
Hardware development of a P 3
 package would require testing toI
determine the actual semiconductor case-to-'structure thermal con-
I_
ductance.i
e.	 Case Wall Conduction - Case wall thermal conduction is an
important design parameter because of the direct effect the case
thickness has on P3 weight.	 Part temperatures are presented as
a function of variation in case wall conduction in Figure 19.
'Case wall thermal conductors are a function of the conductivity of
the wall material and the number of case bolts.	 A +50% change in
case thermal conductors results in a maximum temperature change of
10 C for the PWB. 	 The studies show that -a nominal 0.25 cm (0.10


















-100	 -50	 0	 50	 100
" Case Wall Conduction Variation, '%
Figure 19
Part Temperature As a Function of Case WaLL
Conduction, Configuration 3
f.	 Configuration 3 Thermal Performance - Configuration 3 was
selected as our baseline and the final analysis results are pre-
sented in Figure 20.	 The baseline design uses a thermal filler
i
between the base and the coldplate and the nominal base thickness
is 0.48 cm (0.19 in.).
The following parametric studies have been completed using the
final configuration 3 thermal model:
1)	 Base thickness;
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Part Max Power, Identification Temperature,
Description W (1) Number °C	 (2)
I.	 Shunt 20 1 52.2in 15 2 21.8Input Caps 1 3 66.7Output Caps
Power Stage 1
Transistor 100 10/610 (3) 73.5/93.5 (3)
Diode 30 11/611 (3) 81.5/105.5 (3)
Inductor 13 12 21.3
Resistor 6 13 35.7
Drive Transistor 6 14/04 (3) 47.0/59.0 (3)
Power Stage 2
Transistor 100 20/620 (3) 73.7/93.7 (3)
Diode 30 21/621 (3) 81.7/105.7 (3)
Inductor 13 22 21.6
Resistor 6 - 23 36.1
Drive Transistor 6 24/624 (3) 47.3/59.3 (3)
Power Stage 3
Transistor 100 30/630 (3) 73.7/93.7 (3)
Diode 30 21/631 (3) 81,81105.8 (3)
Inductor 13 12 21.5
Resistor 6 33 35.7
Drive Transistor 6 34/634 (3) 47.3/59.3 (3)
Shunt l 8 4 30.0
Shunt 2 8 5 30.0
Shunt 3 8 6 30.0
Printed Wiring
Board
Base Drive 1 3 15 62.2
Base Drive 2 3 25 62.2
Base Drive 3 3	 _ 35 62.2
Telemetry 12 702 80.0 (5)
Control 2
Pulsewidth Modulator 1 5
Pulsewidth Modulator 2 5






Mounted Transistors (6) 30 55/655 (3) 52.9/62.9 (3)
Wiring 10
Total 608
(1)	 MSFC-specified. (4) (PWB specified power)-
(chasis-mounted parts) = 34 W.(2)	 Detailed thermal math model.
(3)	 Semiconductor case (5)junction. PWB radiation only.
Base Thickness - Part temperatures as a function of base
± thickness are presented in Figure 21.	 The 'results show that part
temperatures are a-weak function of base thickness when a thermal
filler is used between; the base and the coldplate.	 Bolting the
base (0.48 cm thickness) to the coldplate without filler and using
36 bolts results in a diode junction temperature of 1700C. In
fact analysis has shown that application of 72 bolts still results
in diode temperatures above 125°C.
	 A thermal filler between the
base and coldplate has therefore been baselined.
250 Legenel-
Filler (Baseline)
----No Filler (36-Bolt Base-Coldplate)'
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Semiconductor Power Increase - Part temperature as a function
of power stage total power is presented in Figure 22. The nominal
power stage total power (three power stages) is 408 watts afid the
analysis showed that a 20% power increase results in a diode junc-
tion temperature at the upper temperature limit of 125 0C., Aver-
age part and case temperatures changed by Less than loC.
150
* Semiconductor junctions (Power Stage 2).
Coldplate Temperature - All thermal studies presented in this f;
report have assumed a 10 oC coldplate mounted to the P	 base.
jAnalyses have been completed to determine part temperatures as a
function of coldplate temperature and the results are presented in
Figure 23.	 The analysis shows that the coldplate temperature can
be .increased from 10 to 17.6 0C before the radiation-cooled PWB
reaches the upper limit of 850C.	 The diode junction reaches, the

























10	 20	 30	 40
Coldplate Temperature, °C
f	 i{ Figure 23
'
.art Temperature As a Function of CoZdplate Temperature, Configuration 3
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This conceptual study has shown that conventional techniques`
are acceptable for packaging the programmable power processor if
sufficient heat transfer area is provided at the assembly-cold-
plate interface and adequate thermal conductance is achievedin
mounting the major heatndissipating components. 	 Of the five'con-
figurations examined, four are considered acceptable in thermal
I
.I	 performance.	 The coldrail approach was eliminated from considera-
tion because of the high part temperatures resulting from inade-
quate heat transfer area at the mounting interface.
It became apparent early in the design,study that controlling
thermal resistance of the part and assembly mounting interfaces
was of major importance in achieving acceptable part tempera-
'	 tures.	 The placement and structural support for the high-heat- ".
dissipating components provide good thermal conduction to the
coldplate interface so that heat pipes, useful in some designs for
reducing thermal gradients, were not beneficial in the P3 appli-
-
cation.	 The additional heat
	 interface resistances negate thepipe
advantages in improved heat conduction that heat pipes offer.	 The
study also shows that for all viable packaging approaches, a ther-
mal filler is 'required between the P3
 base and the coldplate to
9
take advantage of conduction over the entire base area interface.
Configuration 3 (Fig. 5) was selected as the best overall
s
packaging approach on thebasis of its potential for cost advan-
tage over other design approaches, its acceptable thermal perfor-
mance and its reasonable size and'wei ht potential.	 It featuresg	
an uncomplicated single-enclosure approach with good structural
and thermal load paths forthe larger components, and has a good





p	 r1c thermal studies have shoThea ametshown a design margin of about
20% with regard to maximum P3 power and,, with. enhanced thermal
conduction from the circuit board assemblies, the design will al-
low an increase in maximum coldplate temperatures to 'about 280C
at the specified maximum power levels before the power semicon-
ductor junction temperature limits are reached.
r j Hi h-volta a considerations examined in this study have indi-g	 g
cated a strong relationship between -the high.-voltage design ap-
proach and program costs.
	 Weight and size are not greatly in-
>
fluenced by the approach taken for high-voltage protection. 	 In 
i
all cases, special care must be taken to prevent electrical break-
down failures.	 However, if P 3 operation can be restricted to
environmental pressures above or below the critical pressure range
of, say, 200 to 10_4 torr, the development, fabrication and
is
I
testing costs will be significantly reduced.
B.	 RECOMMENDATIONS
The detailed packaging design for the power processor should
be generally configured as shown in Figure 5, with emphasis on re-
ducing part mounting thermal interface resistance. 	 The assembly
must be mounted to a coldplate using a thermal filler to achieve a
conductance of 0.08 watt/cm20C,or better at the base coldplate
interface.
	
Major power dissipating components should be 'mounted
directly to base structure, using electrical insulators for isola-
tion if required.	 Insulators must have proven heat transfer
characteristics and be selected for efficient thermal performance
as well 'as favorable electrical characteristics.
For EMI controL the susceptible circuits should be housed in a
compartmented subchassis and shielded from the high-level ac cir-
cuits.	 Internal connector interfaces are recommended between the
subehassis-mounted circuits and the main assembly components to





High-level switching circuits, should be shielded for EMI control,
j	 with consideration given to shielding component assemblies as wel
as cabling.	 Configuration 3 provides for a'removable structure
located above the power stages and capacitor banks to support,
segregate and shield conductors inside the enclosure.
	 The de-
"	 tailed design must consider methods of providing these functions
without obstructing access to the base-mounted components for
. J	 troubleshooting and repair.
To reduce the development and manufacturing costs, the P3
operational criteria should include a restriction on operation
within the critical pressure range of 200 to 10 -4, torr.
	 If this
restriction is incompatible with mission requirements, an approach
that tolerates nondestructive corona discharge:for limited periods
is recommended.	 The 'detailed design must provide adequate venting-,
of all high-voltage assemblies, wiring and component mounting con-
figurations unless void-free.,ericapsulating techniques are em- j
to ed.	 If corona-free operation at criticalP	 y	 p	 pressures is an
operational requirement, a more comprehensive packaging develop-
ment and testing program will be necessary to assure design ade-
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Figure A-16	 Configuration 5 End View
A-16
x
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PreZiminary Parts List Estimate of--Parts for P311/21/78
PWM (Pulsewidth Modulator)
(Total of 3) Quantity Total Quantity
DIPs:	 4023 (14-Lead) 1 3
4027 (16-Lead) 2 6
4011 (14-Lead) 1 3
4052 (16-Lead) 2 6
LM111 (14-Lead) 2 6
HA2-2500 3 9
Transistors:	 2N910 (T018) 2 6
2N2907A (T018) 3 9




Diodes:	 IN4449 (D035) Axial
Lead 6 18
FETs:	 2N6659 3 9
Capacitors:	 470 pF
4700 pF 16 4815 pF
1 uF
Resistors: 2 W 2 6
a W, 5% 29 87
Telemetry !& Current Signal
Conditioner (Total of 4)
DIPS:	 HA2 -2500 1 4







(Consider as a Small
Stud-Mounted Rather
Than T01) 1 4
Capacitor:	 1 pF, 50 V 1	 _ 4
Base Drive
(Total of 3)
Capacitor:	 4.7 OF 1 3










(Total of 3) Quantity Total Quantity
(per Board) (3 Boards)
Capacitor:	 4.7 uF (Metal Film) 1 3
Resistor:	 10 14, 0.25 0 1 3
Diode:	 IN4449 (Axial Lead) 2 6
IN5824 (Axial Lead) 2 6
IN5806 (Axial Lead) 2 6
IN5821 (Axial Lead) 2 6
IN5297 (Axial Lead) 3 9
FET:	 2N6659 3 9
Resistor:	 a W 9h W 1 - 3
Transistor:	 2N4150 (T05) 1 3
Transformer: 2 6
Capacitor:	 150 uF, 30 V 4 12
1uF,50V 1 3
Power Stage (Chas is-tiounted)
Transistor:	 IN2814 1 3
D60T455010 1 3
Diode:	 MR874 or D2540D 1 3
Inductor:	 (C651-$lAA, ARNOLD); 1 3
4.5	 3.5
do-dc Converter:
Capacitor:	 82 uF, 50 V 1 1
4.7 uF 1 1
Diodes:	 IN4449 (Assumed)
(Axial Lead) 8 8
Resistor:	 3.3 0, 1W 2 2
Inductors:	 L1-L5 (55120-M4 Core) 5 5
Transformer:	 T2 (80531-•'ZD) 1 1
T1 (52176-1F) 1 1









Cap:	 M3965/25,Size.A5, 460 pF,
125 V 15 15
Resistors:	 4 W, 100k 5 5
Output Capacitor Bank:
Capacitor:
M3965/25,Size A5, 620 pF,
125 V 9 9





Part No. Quantity No. of Leads
CD4013 (Flip-Flop) 1 14
CD402.0:_(Binary Counter/Divider) 2 16
7400 (Hex Inverter) 1 14
7404 (NAND Gate) Z 14
7474 (Flip-Flop) 1 14
8080A (Microprocessor) 1 40
7111 (RAM) 8 18
8205 (Decoder) 3 16
8212 (Input/Output_Port) 2 24
8216 (Bus Driver) 2 16
8224 (Clock Generator) 1 16
8228 (System Controller) 1 28
1702 (E-PROM) 16 24
2N2222 (Transistor)(TO18) 1 --







DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09 .43-33. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE 	 8
START OF INPUT DECK PROCESSING
v
t	




BCD 9 PROGRAb7ABLE POWER PRO'19ER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER	 A.	 2	 2
BCD 9 CONFIGURATION - - CONFIGURATION 83A FINAL AIODEL	 A.	 3	 3
BCD 9 PWR STG POWER INCREASE PWR FACT=1 . 000 BASE=3/16IN	 A.	 4	 4
C	 ---	 A.	 5	 5
¢€r	 C	 + FILE NAME P3CONFIG3A ID=CHAPTER	 *	 A.	 7	 7	 13




C	 CONFIGURATION DEPENDENT DATA INDICATED ON RIGHT 	 A.	 10	 10
C	 „n.
	 11	 11











DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09,43.33.
	
MARTIN 'MARIETTA THERMIAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION
PROGRAMAELE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79	 CHAPTER CCNFIGURATION	 - CONFIGURATION	 N3A FINAL MODEL
INPUT CARD COL.	 12345678 1 2345678 22345678 32345678 4 2345678 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO.




1 1	 50.0	 , 1.0 $ 11;4  SHUNT A. 16
2,	 150-0 1.0 S INPUT CAPACTORS A. 17
3 1	 50.0 1.0 $ OUT PUT CAPACTORS A. 18
4,	 150.0 1.0 $ SHUNT-PWR
 
STG 1 A. 19
5,	 150..0	 , 1.0 S SHUNT-Pq:R STG 2 A. 20
6,	 150.0 1.,0 S SHUNT-PWR
 STG 3 A. 21
10,	 150.0 1_0 $ XTR
	 CASE -PWR STG i A. 22
11,	 150.0 1.0: S DIODE CASE -PWR STG 1 A. 23
12,	 150.0 1.0 S L -PWR STG 1 A. 24
13,
	
150.0 1.0 S RES -PWR STG '1 A. 25
14,	 150.0 1.0 S DRVER XTR CASE -PWR STG 1 A. 26
15,	 150.0	 , 1.0 S BASE DRIVE -PWR STG 1 A. 27
C' A. 28
20,	 fi50:0 1.0 S XTR	 CASE -PWR STG 2 A. 29
21,	 150.0	 , 7.0 S DIODE CASE -PWR STG 2 A. 30
22.	 150.0 7.0 5 L -PViR STG 2 A. 31
23,	 150.0 1.0> S RES -PWR STG 2 A. 32
24,	 150.0 1.0 S DRVER X*-F CASE -PWR STG 2 A. 33
25.	 150.0	 t 1.0' S BASE DRIVE, -PWR STG 2 A. 34
C A. 35'
30,	 150.0 1,0 $ XTR CASE -PWR STG 3 A. 36
31,
	
150.0 1.0 S DIODE CASE -PWR STG 3 A. 37
32,	 150.0 ", 1.0 S L -PWR STG 3 A. 38
33.	 150.0 1.0 S RES -PWR STG 3 A. 39
34,	 150.0 1.0 $ DRVER XTR CASE -PWR STG 3 A. 40




150.0 1.0 $ T061	 XTR	 (6) CASES (SUPPORT PC COMPONENTS) A. 43
C A. 44
C XTR _ 8 DIODE JUNCTIONS A. 45
610,	 150.0. 1.0 A. 46
611,
	
150.0.. 1.0 A. 47
614.	 150.0. 1.0 A. 48
620.	 150.0, 1.0 A. 49
621:	 153.0, 1.0 A. 50
624.
	
150.0, 1.0 A. 51
630,
	
150.0. 1.0 A. 52
631,
	
150.0, 1.0 A. 53
634.
	
150.0. 1.0 A. 54
655,
	
150:0. 1,0 S (6)	 T061	 XTR JUNCTIONS A. 55
C COMPONENT STRUCTURE A. 56
C A. 57
C CASE STRUCTURE A. 58
105,	 150. 1 1.0 $ TOP A. 59
121.
	
150-.. 1.0 $ BASE A. 60
122,	 150.. 1.0 $ BASE A. 61
123,
	
150. , 1.0 $ BASE A. 62
124,	 150.. 1.0 S BASE A. 63
125,
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N3A FINAL MODEL -PWR STG POW
INPUT CARD .COL. = 12345678 t2345678 2 234.5678 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. - --CARD NO.
1-26.
	
150.	 1.0_ $ 'BASE A. 65 65
127 ,	 1I50..	 1.0 $ BASE A. 66 66
128,
	
150. ,	 1.0 $ BASE A. 67 67 j
129.	 150.,	 1.0 S EASE
- - --_
	 A. 68 68
130,
	
150..	 1.0 S.SIDES A. 69 69
131,
	





1.0> $ SIDES A. 71 71 q133,' 150.,	 1.0 $ SIDES A. 72 72





1.0 $ INTERNAL WALLS; -_ A. 74 74
153.	 150.,	 1.0 $ INTERNAL WALLS A. 75- 75
154.	 150.,	 1.0 $ INTE'RNAL WALLS A. 76 76
155,	 150.,	 1.0 :$ INTERNAL WALLS A. 77 77
170.	 150..-1.0 $ :NTERFACE A. 78 78
171,
	
150..-1.0 A. 79 79
172.	 1501 ',-1 .0 A. 80 80
173,
	
150..-1.0 A. $1 81
174,
	
150..-1.d A. 82 82
175,
	
150.,-1.0 A. 83 83
176,	 150_ .-1_0' S INTERFACE A. 84 84
177.
	
150-..-1.0 $ INTERFACE A. 85 85
178.	 150..-1.0 $ INTERFACE A. 86 86
+ C A. 87
► )
87
C, A. Be 88
i i11,	 150.0	 1.0 $ PWR STAGE 1 STRUCTURE A. 89 89-
1 12,	 150.0	 1.0 $. PWR STAGE .2 STRUCTURE A. 90 ^d +n 90
113,	 150.0	 t.0 S PWR STAGE 3 STRUCTURE A. 91 91
` C A. 92
aeb 92C A. 93 C'' 93
C A. 94 b 94
C
C






700.	 150.0	 ,	 1.0 A. 97} 97
C A. 98 98
C COMPARTMENT EFFECTIVE RADIATION NODES A. 99 99(v C' A. 100 100
a 501,	 150.0,- i COMPARTMENT 1. 0$ ERN h1PA A. 101 1Qt,. C









C A. 104 104
-1000.	 50.,0. $ COLDPLATE SINK A. 105 105
-1001, 	 100. 1 0. S RADIATION ENVIRONMENTAL SINK A. 106 106
C A. 107 107
C DUMMY NODES A. 108 108
-2000. 100-0. S AVERAGE COMPONENT TEMPERATURE A. 109 109
ca -2001,	 100. ,0. S AVERAGE CASE TEMPERATURE A. 110 110









0 HEATER NODES, AND 4 BOUNDARY NODES
FOR.A TOTAL OF	 7'2 NODES IN THE NETWORK
DATE 01 /12/75 TIME - 09.43.36. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (M'ITAS I I-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE 11
i




1= 1 $ 2= 2 S 3= 3 S	 4= _4 $	 5=	 5 $ A 10= 7 S 11= 8 S 12= 9
t 13= 10 $ 14= 11 $ 15= 12 S	 20= 13 $	 21=	 14 $ 22= 15 S 23= 16 & 24= 17 $ 25= 18
30= 19 S 31= 20 $ 32= 21 S	 33= 22 $	 34=	 23 $ 35= 24_S_ 55= 25 $ 610= 26 S 611= 27
a' 674= 2B S 620= 29 $ 621= 30 S	 624= 31 $	 630=	 32 $ 631- 33 S 634= 34 $ 655= 35 $ 105= 36
121= 37 $ 122= 38 $ 123- 39 S	 124= 40 $	 125=	 41 $ 126=!- 42-S 127= 43 $ 128= 44 $ 129= 45
130= 46 $ 131= 47 S 132= 48 S	 133= 49 $	 151=	 50 $ 152= 51 $ 153= 52 S 154= 53 S 155= 54
III= 55 S 112= 56 $ 11,3= 57 S	 700= 58 $
1
ARITHMETIC NODES 1
170= 59 $ 171= 60 $ 172= 61 S	 173= 62 $_	 174=	 63 S 175= 64 S 176= 65 $ 177= 66 S 178- 67




1000= 69 $ 1001= 70 S 2000= 71 -S	 2001= 72' $
h
k
DATE 011 /12/79 TIME 09.43 • 37.	 MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZF Q SYSTEM ( MITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE	 12
PROGR 'AMABLE
_
POWER PROWER .PROCESSOR	 1/79- CHAPTER CONFIGURATION -	 CONFIGURATION	 M3A FINAL" MODEL
A
PWR STG POW




C A. 113 113	 .
C A. 114 114
'.' C CASE COUPLINGS TO ENVIRONMENT--- A. 115 115
C A. 116 116
C XTR - B DIODE	 JUNCTIONS TO CASE---- A. 117 117;
500.610,
	 10.	 9.48 A. 118 118
501 .611 ,	 1 1 ,	 2.372 A. 119 119
502.514,	 14.	 0.948 A. 120 120
503.620,	 20,	 9.48 A. 121 121
504.621,
	




0.948 A. 123 123
506.630,	 30,	 9.48 A. 124 124	 ti
507.631.	 31,
	
2.372 A. 125 125
508.634,
	
34,	 0.948 A. 126 126	 {
509,655,	 55,	 0.943*8.0 $ (6) T061 1 S A. 127 127
r C A. 128 128	 =,
RH C CASE STRUCTURE MODEL 	 - ----------- A. 129 129	 1
C A. 1315 13G
195.126,111 ,
	
13.6 S XTR biNT TO BASE A. 131 131
k 196.124,112,
	 13.6 $ XTR MNT TO BASE A. 132, 132
197. 1 28,113,	 13. 6 S XTR MNT TO BASE A. 133 133
C CASE CONDUCTION A. 134 134	 ^.




202.105.132.	 .5 A. 137 137
203.105.133.	 1.94 A. 138 138
20+,130.131,	 .27 A. 139 139	 x
205,131.132.	 .27 A. 140 140
206,132.133.
	
.27 A. 141 141
207.133:130.	 .27 A. 142 142
208,130. 1,70.	 1.64 A. 143 143
209,131.178,	 3.24 A. 144 144
po- 210.132,176,	 1.64 A. 145 145
211,133..177.
	
3.84 A. 146 146r
212.151.171,	 2.41 A. 147 147
213.151.133.,	 .21 A. 148 148
' 214.151.131,	 .21 _
_
A. 149 149
f; 215.1x 2.172,	 2.41 A. 9S u 150216'. 
1_ ,  
33,
	
21 A. 159-' 151
_ 217.152.131,	 .21 A. 152 152




220 .153,131, 	 _21 A. 155 155
t,. 221.154.174,	 2.41 A. 156 156





224,155.175.	 2.41 C	 * A. 159 159225 .155.1 33.	 .21 ^:^' A. 160 160
226,155.131,	 .21 /} A. 161 161
C A. 162 152
4 C BASE CONDUCTION A. 113 163
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	 N3A FINAL N-10DEL P'WR 5TG POW
INPUT CARD COL.
	 12345678 1 2345678 2 2345678 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 234567E 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. CARD NO.
227.121.170. 7.96*1.88 A. 164 164
t^	 228,121.177, .33*1.68 A. 165 165
229,121.178. .33-1.80 A. 166 166
230,121.171, 7.9631.88 A. 167 167
23 1, .122,1 8.9E-1.88 A. 168 168
232;122,177, .47*1.58 A. 169 169
233.122,172. 8.95*1.88 A. 170 170
234,122.	 75, .47*1.82 A. 171 171
235,123.1 72, 2.11-1.88 A. 172 172
236,123,177, 1.32*1.88 A. 173 173
237,123,173. 2.11*1.88 A. 174 174
€ 238.123.126. .66.1.80 A. 175 175
239,124,173. 2.11-1.88 A. 176 176
240,124,177. 1.32-1.;a A. 177 177
p 241,124,174. 2.11*1.88 A. 178 178
242,124.127, .66{1.88 A. 179 179
243,125.174. 2.11*1.88 A. 180 180
2;4,27 , 77, t_32^1.88 A. l8'• 181
245.125.175, 2.11* 1.88 A. 182 182
246,125.12a, .66.,1.88 A. 1£3 183
247.125.172, 2.11*1.88 A. 184 184
249.126,1 73. 2.11*1.88 A. 185 185
250,126.178, 1.32*1.E ^n A. 185 186
251.127.173. 2.11 *1.88 A. 187 187
253,127,174. 2.11*1.88 A. 188 188
254,127,178, 1:32*1.80 A. 189 1B9
255.#28.174. 2.11*1.88 A. 190 190
257 ,128.1 75, 2.11 * 1 .88 A. 191 191
258,128,178, 1_32*1.58 A. 192 192
259.129.175. 2.18*1.60 A. 193 193
260	 129.1 77. 1.27*1.88 A. 194 194
291 ,129.1 76, 2.1E=1.28 A. 195 195
262.129,178. 1.27*1.E8 A. 196 196C A. 197 197
263,121,1000, 141.*.17 A. 198 198
264.122.1000. 141 .-P , A. 199 199
265,123.1000, 141.*.16 A. 200 200
_	
_G53.	 ;". 1 OCU, IG A. 2v1 2.11
267,125.1000. 141.*.16 A. 202 202
i 269,126,1030, 141.*.16 A. 203 203
269. 127, 1 000. 141. * . 16 A. 204 204
270.128,1000. 141.1.16 A. 205 205
271.129.1000, 141.*.21 A. 206 206
A. 207 207
272.170.1000. 0.0 A. 208 208
273.176,1000, 0.0 A. 209 20927 .1 , 177 . 1 000, 0.0 A. 210 210
275.178.10EO. 0,.0 A. 2;l 211
C A. 212 212
C COMPONENT CONDUCTION TO CASE CR BASE A. 213 213
100,
	 1.	 129. 1_00 A. 214 214
101.
	
2,	 129, 4.46 A. 215 215
{DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.43.39.	 MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (?AITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION







INPUT CARD COL. = 12345678 1 2345678 22345678 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO.
102,
	 3. 129, 2.63 A. 216
1,03,
	 4, 129, 1.00 A. 217
104,	 5. 129, 1.00 A. 218
105,
	
6. 129, 1.00 A. 219
106. 10, 111, 5.41 A. 220
107.
	
11, 111, 1.32 A. 221
108,	 12, 123, 3.,330 A. 222
109,	 13, 123, .500 A. 223
110,	 14, 111, 1.32 A. 224
112.	 20, 112, 5.41 A. 225
113.
	
21, '112. 1.32 A. 226
114.	 22, 127, 3.330 A. 227
115.
	
23, 127. .500 A. 228
116.	 24, 112, 1.32 A. 229
118,	 30, 113, 5.41 A. 230
119.
	
3 1 , ,
 113 t 1.32 A. 231
120,	 32,, 125, 3.330 A. 232
121,	 33, 1 25, .500 A. 233
122.	 34. 113, 1.32 A. 234
124,	 55, 151, 1 .32*6.0 A. 235,
C PWB CONDUCTION A. 236C 125,700, 151. 1.62 $ PWB TO CASE A. 237
C 126,	 15, 152. .667*.5 $ BASE DRIVE PWB TO STRUC A. 238
C, 127.	 15, 153, .667*.5 S BASE DRIVE PWB TO STRUC A. 239
C 128,	 25, 153, .667*.5 $ BASE DRIVE PWB TO STRUC A. 240
C 129,	 25-, 154, _667*.5 S BASE DRIVE PWB TO STRUC A. 241
C 130.	 35. 154, .667*.5 $ BASE DRIVE PWB TO STRUC A. 242
C 131,	 35. 155, .657*.5 S BASE DRIVE PWB 70 STRUC A. 243
C ERN COUPLINGS---- -------- A. 244
-1100,	 - 1. 501, 1.713E-9*.9*.020 A. 245
-1 101 ,	 2, 501, 1 . 713E--9*.9*.466 A. 246
-1102,	 3, 501. 1.713E-9*.9*.309 A. 247
-1103,
	
4. E01, 1.713E-9*.9*.020 A. 248
-1104.	 5, 501, 1.713-9*.9*.020 A. 249
-1105.	 6, 501, 1.713E-9*.9*.020 A. 250
-JIGS.	 !2. 501. 1 _ 713 c_--9 *.9* . 425 A. 251
-1109.	 13. 501. 1.713E-9*.9*.014 A. 252
-1114.	 22, 501, 1.713E-9*.9*.425 A. 253
-1115, 23, 501. 1. 71JF_-9*-9* .014 A. 254
-1120,	 32, 501, 1.713E-9*.9*.425 A. 255
-1121.	 33, 501, 1.713E-9*.9*.014 A. 256
-1150,130, 501, 1.713E-9*.9*.49 A. 257
-1151.132. 501, 1.713E-9*.9*.49 A. 258
-1152.133. 501, 1-713E-9*.9+1.14 A. 259
-1 153.131. 501. 1 _ 713E-9*_9F1. 14 A. 260
-1154.105. 501. 1 _ 713E-9* _9}1.88 A. 261
C PC BOARDS TO ERN OR STRUCTURE A. 262
b -1200,700. 130, 1.713E-9*.9*.9*•380 $PW8 TO CASE A. 263
-1201,700, 151. 1.713E-9*.9*.9*.630 $PWB TO CASE 2SIOE A. 264
-1202.700. 501, 1.713E-9*.9+.9*=250 $PW8 TO CASE A. 265
-1111.	 15, 501, 1.713E-9*.9*.140 $BASE DRIVE-ERN A. 266
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PROGRAMABLE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER CONFIGURATION —	 CONFIGURATION M3A FINAL MODEL -7 F6WR STG POW
INPUT CARD COL. = 12345678 1,2345678 2 2345678 3 2345678 4 234567.8 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. CARD NO.
—1123, 35,	 50-1, 1.713E-9 • .S+.140 $BASE DRIVE—ERN A.	 268 . 268
td C' _ ._ A.	 269 - 269





108 LINEAR CONDUCTORS AND 23 NON—LINEAR CONDUCTORS ,	 FOR A TOTAL OF 131 CONDUCTORS IN THIS NETWORK
` CONDUCTOR DIRECTORY
INPUT=INTERNAL
500= 1 $ 501= 2 $ 502= 3 S 503= 4 $ 504= 5 $ 505= 6 $ 506= 7 $ 507= 8 S 508- 9
509= 10 $ 195= 11 $ 196= 12 S 197= 13 $ 200= 14 $ 201= 15 $ 202= 16 $ 203= 17 $ 204= 18
205= 19 $ 206= 20 $ 207= 21'$ 208= 22 S 209= 23 $ 210= 24 $ 211= 25 S 212= 26 $ 213= 27	 I
214= 28 $ 215= 29 $ 216=-' 30 $ 217= 31 $ 218= 32 $ 215= 33 S 220= 34 $ 221= 35 $ 222= 36
223= 37'$ 224= 3B $ 225= 39-$ 226= 40 $ 227= 41 $ 228= 42 $ 229= 43 $ 230= 44 S 231= 45
` 232= 46 S 233= 47 $ 234= 48 S 235= 49 $ 236= 50 $ 237= 51 $ 238= 52 $ 239= 53 $ 240= 54
241= 55 S 242= 56 $ 243= 57 $ 244= 58 S 245= 59 $ 246= 60 $ 247= 61 S 249=' 62 $ 250= 63
251= 64 S 253= 65 $ 2S4= b6 S 255= 67 $ 257= 68 $ 258= 69 $ 259= 70 $ 260= 71- $---261= 72
262= 73 $ 263= 74 $ 264= 75 S 265= 76 S 266= 77 $ 267= 78 $ 268= 79 $ 269= 80 $ 270= 81
' 271= 82 S 272= 83 $ 273= 84 S 274= 85 $ 275= 86 S 100= 87 $ 101= 88 $ 102= 89 $ 103= 90
104= 91 5 105= 92 $ 106= 93 $ 107''= 94 -$ 108= 95 $ 109= 96 $ 110= 97 $ 112= 98 $ 113= 99
114= 100 S- 115= 101'S 116= 102 $ 118= 103 S 119= 104 $ 120= 105 S 121= 106 $ 122= 107 $ 124=' 108
1100= 109 $ 1101= 110 $ 1102= i11 $ 1103= 112 S 1104= 113 $ 1105= 114 $ 1108= 115 $ 1109= 116 $ 1114=-- 117




1201- 127 S 1202= 128 $ 1 111= 129 $ 1117= 130 '$ 1123= 131 $
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03A FINAL MODEL PWR STG :POW
INPUT CARD COL. _ 12345678 1 2345678 2 2345678 3 2345678 4 2345673 5.2345678 6 23.45678 7 234.5678 8 EDIT NO. CARD NO.
BCD 3CONSTANTS DATA A. 271 271
C A. 272 272
ARLXCA=.0010 A. 273 273DR LXC A=..001 0 A. 274 274TUMEN = 0.0 A. 275 275
TSTEPI= 0.0 A. 276 276
TSTEPO= 0.0 A. 277 277
F TIMEND= 0.0 A. 278 278
SBCNST=1.00 A. 279 279
ABSZP.0=-460.0 A. 280 280
NDSTOR=2C0 A. 281 281
EBALNA=.001 A. 282 282
ESALSA=.001 A. 283 283
ITERMX=	 1000 A. 284 2B4
C A. 285 285
1=	 20.*3.413 S IIN SHUNT A. 286 286




n= ,Ty_,T	 CI`P.'^.T^-RS A. 288 288
4=	 8. *3. 413 S
	 S}iUf:T-PYJR STG	 1 A. 28_9 289
5=	 8.*3.413 S SHUNT-PWR STG	 2 A. 290 2906=	 8.*3.413 S SHUNT-PWR STG	 3 A. 291 291
610=	 100.*3.413 S XTR	 -PWR STG 1 A. 292 292	 1611=	 30_ * 3.413 S DIODE -PtgR STG 1 A. 293 293
12=	 13.*3.413 S L	 -PWR STG 1 A. 294 294
13=	 6.*3.413 S RES	 -PWR STG 1 A. 295 295	 f
614=	 6. * 3.413 S DRVER XTR -PWR STG 1 A. 296 296
15=	 3..*3.413 S BASE DRIVE -PWR c TG 1 A. 297 297
C' A. 298 298
620=	 100.*3.413 $ XTR	 -PWR STG 2 A. 299 299
621=	 30.*3.413 $ DIODE-PWR STG 2 A. 300 300
22=	 13.*3.413 S
	
L	 -PWR.	 STG 2 A. 301 301
23=	 6. *3 .413 S RES	 -PWR STG 2 A. 302 302	 j
p 624=	 6.. *3.413 S DRVER XTR -PWR STG 2 A. 303 303
k 25=	 3.*3.413 S BASE DRIVE -PWR STG 2 A. 304 304
C A. 305 305
630=	 100. + 3.413 S XTR	 -PWR STG 3 A. 306 306
631=	 30.*3.413 S DIODE -PWR STG 3 A. 307 307	 i
32=	 ib_+3.41S a
	
L	 -PWR STG 5 A. 306 308	 !
33=	 6.*3.413 S RES	 -PWR STG 3 A. 309 309	
i
634=	 6.*3.413 S DRVER XTR -PWR STG 3 A. 310 310
35=	 3.-3.413 S BASE DRIVE -PWR STG 3 A. 311 311
51=	 5.*3.413 $
	
P:: `I 7 A. 312 to X3112	 tl
<<' 52=	 5. *3 .413	 S	 P:: f.1 2 A. 313 b 31^'53=	 5.* 3 .4 7 3 $
	










C PC BOARDS -------	 ----------------------- A. 317 317,
C
C
12.*3.413- S TM CURRENT SIG COND







DC-DC CONVERTER A. 320 320_
C 5.*3.513 5 POST REG A. 321 321-
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	 M3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
;J
INPUT CARD COL. = 12345678 1 2345678 2'2345678 3 2345678 4 -7345678 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. CARD NO.
C 5.+3.413 S MICRO PROCESSOR (PER MSFC PHONE CALL) A.	 323 323
i
C _____ A.	 324 3240 700= 19.*3.413 S PC TOTAL NOT INCLUDING (6) T061 A.	 325 325C COMPONENT STRUCTURE A.	 326 326
130= 2.5*3.413 S COMPONENT STRUCTURE WIRING DISSIPATION A.	 327 327
131= 2.5*3.413 $ COMPONENT' STRUCTURE WIRING DISSIPATION A.	 328 328
132= 2.5 3.413 $ COMPONENT STRUCTURE WIRING DISSIPATION A.	 329 329
133= 2.5*3.413 3 COMPONENT STRUCTURE WIRING DISSIPATION A.	 330 330
C A.	 331 331
END A.	 332 332
CONSTANTS DIRECTORY
INPUT=INTERNAL
t=	 1	 $ 2=	 2 $ 3=	 3 $
	
4=	 4 S	 5=	 5,$	 6=	 6 $ 61G=	 7 $	 611=	 8 $ 12= 9
13=	 10	 $ 614=	 11	 S 15=	 12 5	 620=	 13 S	 621=	 14 5	 22=	 15 $ 23=	 16 $	 624=	 17 S 25= 18
s	 630=	 19 S 631=	 20 $ 32=	 21 S	 33=	 22 $	 634=	 23 $	 35=	 24 $ 51`
	 25 S	 52=	 26 $ 53x 27
655=	 28 S 700=	 29 $ 130-	 30 S	 13!=	 31	 S	 132=	 32 $	 1.33=	 33 $
t
DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09 . 43.43. MARTIN UARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II —FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE	 16
PROGRAMAHLE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR,	 1/79	 CHAPTER	 CONFIGURATION	 — CONFIGURATION	 N3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
INPUT CARD COL. =	 12345678 1 2345678 2 2345678 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8- EDIT NO. CARD NO.
8C0 3ARRAY DATA A. 333 333
' END A. 334 334











i' DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.43.43.	 MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (?AITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE	 19 e*
3




	 k3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
INPUT. CARD COL. = 12345678 1 2345678 2 2345678 3 2345678 4 2345678 52345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. CARD NO.
ty BCD 3EXECUTION A. 335 335
f	 C VARY P;dR STG POWER A. 336 336N R610= R61 0*1 .000 A. 337 337
R611=	 R6,1*1.000 A. 338 338
R614= R614*1.000 A. 339 339
R620= 8620 = 1.000 A. 340 340
8621= R621*1.000, A. 341 341
R624= R624=1.000 A. 342 342
R630= 'R630-1.000 A. 343 343
R631= R631*1.000 A. 344 344
R634= 8634*1.000 A. 345 345
C CONDUCTANCE TO COLD PLATE WITH SPACE LAB FILLER A. 346 346
C A. 347 347
STDSTL A. 348 348
C A. 349 349
C CONDUCTANCE TO CGLDPLATE WITH AL ADAPTER PLATE A. 350 350
G263=	 G263/2.0 A. 351 351
3264-	 G264/2.v A. 352 352
G265=	 G2G5/2.0 A. 353 353
G266=	 G2ES/2.0 A. 354 354
C26 7=	 G267/2.0 A. 355 355
G268=	 G253/2.0 A. 356 356
G269=	 G269/2.0 A. 357 357
G270=	 6270/2.0 A. 358 358
G271=	 G271/2.0 A. 359 359
C A. 360 360
STDSTL A. 361 361
C A. 362 362
C CONDUCTANCE TO COLOPLATE WITH NO FILLER A. 363 363
G263= 0.0 A. 364 364
G264= 0.0 A. 365 365
G265= 0.0 A. 366 366
G266= 0 .0 A. 367 367
G267= 0.0 A. 368 368
G268= 0.0 A. 369 369
G269= 0.0 A. 370 370
G270= 0.0 A. 371 371
G271= 0.0 A. 3?2 372
373P ?t.{ *6.G272= 1 .78G273= 1.78*6. A.A. 373374 374
i, G274= 1.78*12. A. 375 375
4 G275= 1.78*12.' A. 376 376
C A. 377 377 
STDSTL A. 378 378
C A. 379 379
END' A. 380 380
t
DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.43. 4 7•	 MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FD363) 0006000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE	 20
PROGRAMA3LE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 	 1/79	 CHAPTER	 CONFIGURATION	 - CONFIGURATION
	 N3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
INPUT CARD, COI. : 12345678 1 2345678 2 2345678 3 2345678 4 2345678 52345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. CARD NO.
BCD 3VARIABLES 1 A. 381 381'
Q1- R1 A. 382 382
Q2= R2 A. 383 383
Q3= P.3 A. 384 364
Q4= R4 A. 385 385
Q5= R5 A. 386 386F
R Q6= P,6 A. 387 387
Q610=	 R610 A. 388 388
ti Q611=	 R611 A. 389 389
E^ Q12= R12 A. 390 390
Q13= R13 A. 391 391
Q614=	 R614 A. 392 392 j
Q15= R15 A. 393 393
Q620= R620 A. 394 394
Q521= 8621- A. 395 395
Q22= R22 A. 396 396
Q23= R23 A. 397 397
Q624= 8624 A. 398 398
C25- A 27, A. 395 399
Q630= R630 A. 400 400
Q631=	 R631 A. 401 401
Q32= R32 A. 402 402
Q33= R33 A_ 403 403
Q634= 8634 A. 404 404
Q35= R35 A. 405 405
Q655= R655 A. 406 406
0700= R700+R51+R52+R53 A. 407 407
0;30=	 R130 A. 408 408
0131=	 8131 A. 409 409
Q132=	 R132 A. 410 410
Q133= R133 A. 411 411






DATE 01112/79 TIME 09.43.4$. MARTIN MARIETTA THERIMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE	 21
PROGRAMABLE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR	 1/79	 CHAPTER	 CONFIGURATION	 - CONFIGURATION
	 N3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
i
INPUT CARD COL. =	 12345678 1 2345676 2 2345676 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2345678 8 EDIT NO. CARD NO.
- BCD 3VARIABLES 2 A.	 413 413





DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.43.49. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II —FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE	 22
	
PROGRAMABLE POWER P'ROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER
	
CONFIGU$ATION	 CONFIGURATION #3A FINAL MODEL	 PWR STG POW
	INPUT CARD COL. = 12345678 1 2345678 '2 234b678 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345678 6 2345678 7 2.345678 8 EDIT NO. 	 CARD NU.
BCD 30UTPUT CALLS
	
___. A.	 415.	 415
C	 A.	 416	 416
C AVERAGE COMPONENT TE+7PERATL_'RE (DOES NOT INCLUDE XTRS OR DIODES) 	 A.	 417	 417
C AREA WEIGHTED	 A.	 418	 418'
X1= (.020*T1+.466*T2+.309*T3+.020*T4+,020*T5)' 	 A.	 419`	 4i
X2= (.020*T6+.425*T12+.014*T13+.270*715+.425*T22 ) 	 A.	 420	 420
X3= (.014*723+.270*T25)	 _.	 A.	 421	 421






C	 A.	 424	 424
C	 AVERAGE CASE(SIDESBTOP) TEMPERATURE	 A.	 425	 425
T2001=(.49sT130+.49*7132+1.14*T133+1-.14*T y31+1.88*T105)/5 14	 A.	 426	 426
C	 A.	 427	 427
TPRINT	 A.	 428	 428
C	 A.	 429	 429
C TEMPERATURES DEGREES G 	 A.	 430	 430
F	 DO 100 I =1.NNT	 A.	 431	 43T
F100 T(L) =
 { 5. 13_ )*( T(I) — 32.)	 A.	 432	 432
C	 A.	 433	 433
TPRIN7	 A.	 434	 434
C	 A.	 435	 435
F	 DO 102 I=1' NNT-	 A.	 436	 436
F102 T(I)= (9./5.)*T(I) + 32.	 437	 437
C	 A.	 438	 438









DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.43.49. MARTIN, MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II —FD363) CDC6000 S'CO'PE3.4 VERSION PAGE	 23
PROGRAMA5LE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR	 1/79 -CHAPTER	 - CONFIGURATION	 - "CONFIGURATION	 N3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
INPUT CARD COL. = 12345678 1 2345678 2 2345678 3 2345678 4 2345678 5 2345678 6 23456787 2345678 8 EDIT NO. CARD NO.
BCD'3SUBROUTINE DATA A. 440 440
td	 END A.. 441 44






DATE 01112/79 TIME 09.44.31.. MARTIN MARIETTA THEJRN:AL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FD363.) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSICN PAGE	 1
PROGRAMABLE POWER P:4OWER PROCESSOR 1/7G CHAPTER '	 CONFIGURATION -	 CONFIGURATION
	
N3A .FINAL WODEL PWR STG POW
++}!TOTE++ -STOSTL- ,
 REQUIRES	 136 WOR DS OF DYNAMIC STORAGE
TIIBEN
	 = 0.. ESALSC = 0. CSG(AIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC,(	 0) = 0.
TSTEPU = 0. ESALNC(	 0) = 0. CSGMAX( 0)	 = 0. AP.LXCC(	 0) = 0.
ff





T 1'= 150 - COO T 2= 150.000 T' 3=' 150,000 T	 4= 150.000 T 5= 150.000 T 6= 150.000
T 10= 150.000 T 11= 150.400 T 12= IS0.000 T	 13= 150.000 T 14= 150.000 T 15= 150.000
T 20= 150.COO T 21= 15€- CCO T 22= 150.000 T	 23= 150.000 T 24= 150.00 .0 T 25= 150.000
T 30= - 150.007 T 31= 150.000 T 32= 150.000 T	 33= 150.00O T 34= 150,009 T 35= 150.000
55= 150.000 7 610= 150.600 T 611= 150.000 T	 614= 150.000 T 620= 150.000 T 621,= 150.000
If` T 624= 150.00O T 630= 150.020 T 631= 150.000 T	 634= 150.000 T 655= 150.000 T 105= 150.000
T 121= 150.000 T 122= 150, 000 T 123= 150.000 T	 124= 150.000 T 125= 150.000 T 126= 150.000
T 127= 150.000 T 122,= 150.000 F 125= 150.000 T	 130= 150.000 T' 1314 150.000 T 132= 150.000
T . 133= 1 50.COO T '' 151= I90-000 T 152= 150.090 T	 153= 1-50.000 T 154= 150.-000 T 155= 150.000
T 111= 150.000 T 112= 150_000 T 113= 150.000 T	 703= 150.000 T
ARITHii.ETIC NODES
T 170= 150:000 T 171= 1517.000 T 172= 150.00O T	 173= 150.000 T 174= 150.000 T 175= 150.000




T 1000= 50_0000 T 1001= 10.0060E+01 T 2000= 150.201 T 2901= 150.000 T
i,. TIME'N	 - 0. EHALSC -	 0.- CSGIAIN( 0)	 = 0. DR`LXCC(	 0) = 0.'
TSTEPU = 0._ EvALNC( 0) 0 CSGF4,AX( 0) = -0. ARLX.CC(	 0) = 0.
ITERCT 1 DrIXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC(	 0) =	 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 65.5556 T 2= 65.5556 T 3-- 65.5555 T	 4= 65.5556 T 5= 65.5556 T 6= 65.5556
j T To= 65.5555 T 11= 65.5555 T 12= 6.`1.5555 T	 13= 65.5556 T 14= 65.5556 T 15_ 65.5556-
T 20= 65.5556 T 21- 65-5556 T 22= 65.55E6 T	 23= 65.5556 T 24= 65: 5556 T 25= 65.5556
T 30= 65.5 1556 T 31= 65.5556 T 32= 65.5556 T	 33= 65,5556 T 34= '65.5556 T 35= 65.5556
T 55= 65.5356 T _6 0= 65.;516 % 6ii= 65'.5556 T	 614= 65.5556 T 1620= 65.5556 T 621= 65.5556
T 624= 65.5556 T -630= 65.555E T 631= 65.5556 T	 634= 05.5556 T 655= 65.5556 T 105= 65.5556'
T 121= 65-5556 T 122= 65.5556 T 123= 65.5556 T	 124= 65.5555 T 125= 65.5556 T 126= 65.5556
T 127= 65.5556 T 128= 65.555S T 120 65-5;=S6 T	 1 30= 65-5556 T 131= 65,5556 T 132= 65.5556
T 133= 65.5556 T 151= 65-5556 T 152= T	 153= 65.5556 T 154= 65,5556 T 155= 65.5556T III=
 65.5556 T 112= 65-5558 T 113= 65.5553 T	 700= 60.5556 T
ARITm;,*, =TIC. NODES r
T 170= 65.5556 T 171= 65_5556 T 172= 65.565: 3 T	 173= 65.5556 T 174= 65.5556 T 175= 65.5556
G^	 T 176= 5 556. 6 T 1=77 60	 5.556 T 1=78 5 =65.55 501T	 = 55665.5 T Q( h;-ATER NODES r,^
++NONE++
BOUNDARY NOES
T 1000= 1.00000E+01 T 1001= 37.7778 T 2000= 65.6575 T 2001= 65.5556 T
r
DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.44.33. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FG363) COCE000 SCOPE3.4 VERSiCt PAGE	 2
PROGRAMABLEE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER
	
CONFIGURATION
-	 CONFIGURATION	 #3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
++NOTE++ BOTH ORLXCA( 1.000000E-03) AND A,RLXCA(
	






= 0.. EBALSC = 0. CSG.'rlN( 0) = 0. DRLXCC( 634) = 9.771277E-04
TSTEPU = 0. EBALUC( 0) = 0. CSG!.1".X( 0) = 0. ARLXCC( 501) = 2.268736E-05
ITERCT - 50 D,'l,XTCC( 0) = 0. AjfXTCC( 0) = 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 125_971 T 2=, 71.1578 T 3= 62.0607 T	 4= 885.9112 T w	 5= 85.9112 T 6= 85.9112
T 10= 164.254 T 11= 178.736 T 12= 70.3420 T	 13= 96,2599 T 14= 115.681 T 15= 143.990
T 20= 164.654 T 21= 179.135 T 22= 70.9SS2 T	 23= 95-93!9 T 24= 117.020 T 25= 143.990
T 30= io4.704' T 31= 179.185 T 32= 70.7511 T	 33'= 96.E953 T 34= 117.131 T 35= 143.990
T 55= 127.130 T 610= 200.257 T 611= 221.902 T	 614= 138.262 T 620= 200.656 T 621= 222.301
T 624= 132 8.622 T 630= 2GO.706 T 631= 222.351 T	 634= 138.733 T 655= 145.131 T 105= 74.4852
i 121= 54.8545 T 122= 55.4114 T 123= 55.739'9 T	 124= 67.4367 T 125- 56.1882 T. 120= 67.0375
T 127= 56.4320' T 128= 67.4899 T 129= 58.7050 T	 130= 21.7026 T 131= 71.4556 T 132= 71.1861
T -1'33= ,70.4725 T 151= 114.202 T 152= 59.5151 T	 153= 63.2172 T 154= 63.4048 T 155= 62.5353
T
_Ill=' 101.168 T 112= 101.567 T '113= 101.619 T	 7CC= 175.071 T
ARl in,11ETIC NODES
T 170= 57.5062 T 171= 59.3084 T 172= .-',7.5194 T	 173= 61.8667 T 174= 62.0869 T 175= 61.0659




T 1000=- SO-0000 T 1001=' 10.0000E+01 T 2000= 90.9434 T 2001= 73.2982 T
TIMEN	 = 0. EBALS C = 0. CSGf-11N( 0)	 = 0. ORLXCC(
	 634) = 9.771277E-04
TSTEPU = D., EBALNC( 0) = 0. CSGi;.AX( 0)	 = 0. AP.LXCC(
	
501) = 2.268736E-05,
IT-ERCT 50 DMXTCC( 0)	 = 0. A€AXTCC(
	 0) = 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 52.2059°' T ' 2= 21.7544 T 7= 16.7004 T	 4= 29.9507 T 5= 29.9507 T 6= 29.9507
T 10= 73-4747 T' 1l= 21.5199 T 12= 21-S-050 T	 13= 35.6939 T 14= 47.0451 T 15= 62.21EB
T 20= 73_6925 T 21= 81_7417 T 22= 21.E490 T	 23= 36.0733 T 24= 47.2659 T 25= 62.2163
T 30= 73_7244- T' 31= 91.7696 T 32= 21.5279 T	 33= 35.9418 T 34= 47.2953 T 35= 62.2168
T 55= 52.8502 T 510= 93.4759 T 611= 105.501 T	 614= 59.0458 T 620= 93.6977 T 621= 105.723
T 624= 55.2676 T' 63(l= &3.726b i 631=, 1 U5. -1:)1 T	 634= 59.2960 T 655= 62.8507 T 105= 23.6029
T 121= 12.6970" T 122= 13.0063 T 123= 13.1288 T	 124= 19.6871 T 125= 13.4379 T 126= 19.4653
T 127= 13.5733' T 12B= 19.7165 T 129= ,4.8351 T	 130= 27.5125 T 131= 21.9198 T 132= 21.7701
T 133= 21.37-59" T 151= -5.6679 T 152= 15.2862 T	 153= 17.3429 T 154= 17.4471 T 155= 16.9641
T 111= 38.4264 T 112=' 32.6-4E2 T 113= 38-6772 T	 700= 20.0396 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
T 170= 14.1701'' T. 171=_ 15.1713 T 172= 14.1774 T	 173= 16.5926 T 174= 16.7149 T 17,5= 16.1477
T 176= 16.8178 T 177=' 16.5923 T 178= 17.7ES-0 T	 501= 27.2061 T
HEATER NODES
BOUNDARY NODES
T 1o00= 1.0000^E+01 T 1001= 37.7778 T 2000= 32.7463 T 2001= 22.9434 T
+♦NOTE++ EBALSA(	 1'.0O000CE-03) HAS SEEN !DIET ON ITERATION	 53.
77
DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.44.39. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS I2- FO363) COC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION
	
PAGE	 3
PROGRArAABLE POWER PROVJER PROCESSOR " 1/79 CHAPTER
	
CONFIGURATION -	 CONFIGURATION 1l3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
TIMEN	 = 0. EBALSC =-5.550631E-04
	
CSC6IIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(
	 132) =-3.917880E-04
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 128) =- 1.063568E-03	 CSGMAX( 0)	 = 0. AALXCC(	 176) =-1.270963E -04
ITER.CT = 53 _ DfdXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC(
	 0) = 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 125.971 T 2= 71.1579 T 3= 62.0608 T	 4= 85.9113 T 5= 85.,9113 T 6= 85.9113
i	 T 10= 164.254 T 11= 178.736 T 12-- 70.3490 T	 13= 96.2599 T 14= 116.681 T 15= 143.990
T- 20= 164.654: T' 21= 179.135 T 22= 70..9382 T	 23= 96.9320 T 24= 117.080 T 25= 143.990
T 30= 154.708 T 31= 179.189 T 32= 70.7501 T	 33= 96.6953 T 34= 117.134 T 35= 143.990
T 55= 127.130 T' 610= 200.257 T 611= 221.902 T	 614= 138.282 T 620= 200.656 T 621= 222.301
T 624= 138.682 T 630= 200.710 T 631= 222.355 T	 634= 138. 736 T 655= 145.131 T 105= 74.4853
T 121= 54-.8545 T' 122= 55.4114 T 123= 55.7399 T	 124= 67.4367 T 125= 56.1883 T 126= 67.0375
T 127= 56.4320" T 125= 67.4905 T 12 1-- 58.7051 T	 130= 81.7026 T 131= 71.4557 T 132= 71.1863
T 133= 70.4705 -' T 151=, 114.202 T 152= 59.5151 T'	 153= 63.2173 T 154= 63.4049 T 155= 62.5355
T 19 1= 101.168 T 112= 1`01.567 T 113= 101.621 T	 700= 176.071 T
k ARITHMETIC NODES
'.70= 5?. 5-'C E2 T 171= 59.30v4 T '?== 57.5 1cq T	 173= 61.8567 T 174= 62.0871 T 175= 61.0661




T 1000= 50.0000 T 1001= 10.0000E+01_ T 2000= 90.9435 T 2001= 73.2983 T
TIM''N
	 = 0. EBALSC =-5.550631E-04
	
CSGMIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(	 132) =-3.9178SOE-04.
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 128) =-1.063568E-03	 CSGMAX( 0)	 = 0. ARLXCC(	 176) =-1.270963E-04
ITERCT = 53 DMXTCC( O)	 = 0. AMXTCC(	 0) 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 52.2059 T 2= 21.7544 T 3= 16.7005 T	 4=' 29.:9507 T 5= 29.9507 T 6= 29.9507
C	 T 10= 73.47,7 T 11= 81.5198 T 12= 21.3050 T	 13= 35..6959 T 14= 47,0451 T 15= 62.2168
T 20=' 73.6964 T 21= 81.7416 T 22= 21.6450 T	 23= 36..0733 T 24= 47.2668 T 25= 62.2168
T 30= 73.7264 T 31= 81.7716 T 32= 21.5279 T	 33= 35.9418 T 34•= 47.2968 T 35= 62.2168
T 55= 52.8501 T 610= 93.4758 T 611= 105.501 T	 614= 59.0458 T 620= 93.6976 T 621= 105.723
T 624= 59.2575 T 630= 93.7276 T 631= 105.753-- T	 >634= 59.2975 T 655= 62.8507 T 105= 23.6030
T 121= 12.6970 T 122= 13.003J T 123, = i3.laGG T	 124= 19.6a71 T 125= 13.4379 T 1.26= 19.4653
,I	 T 127= 13.5733 T 128= 19.7170 T 129= 14.8362 T	 130= 27.6126 T 131= 21.9198 T 132= 21.7702 C)
T 133= 2 1 .3170 T 151= 45-6679 T 152= 15.2$62 T	 153= 17.3429 T 154= 17. 4472 T 155= 16.9642 ►z 'd
T Ill= 38.4264 T 112= 38_64@2 T 113= 38.6731 T	 700= 80.0396 T '^+
I ARITHMETIC NODES
i	 T 170= 14.1701 T 171= 15.1713 T 172= 14.1774 T	 173= 16.5926 T 174= 16.7190 T 175: 16.1479









EBALNA( 1.000000E-03) HAS SEEM MET ON ITERATION	 54.
DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.44.41.. MARTIN ?4ARIETTA TriERA1AL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FO363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION PAGE	 4
!d
PROGRAMABLE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER	 CONFIGURATION -	 CONFIGURATION q3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
r
td
TIMEN	 = 0. EBALSC =-2.78324EE-04	 CSGMIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC( 33) = 6.216462E-05
NO	 TSTEPU = '0. EBALNC( 128) -=-3.15203EE-04	 CSGMAX( 0)	 = 0. ARLXCC( 176) =-2.658832E-05
ITERCT = 54 DF;XTCC( 0)	 = 0. A14XTCC( 0) = 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T :	 1= 125.971 T 2= 71.1579 T 3= 62.0608 T	 4= 85.9113 T 5= 85.9113 T 6= 85.9113
T 10= 164.254 T 11= 176.736 T 12= 70.3490 T	 13= 96.2599 T 14= 116.681 T 15= 143.990
T 20= 164.654 T 21= 179.135 T 22= 70.96^c2 T	 23= 96.9320 T 24= 117.080 T 25= 143.990
T 30= 164.708 T 31= 179.189 T 32= 70.7502 T	 33= 96.6953 T 34= 117.134 T 35= 143.990
T' 55= 127.130 T 610= 200.257 T 611= 221.902 T	 614= 138.282 T 620= 200.656 T 621= 222.301
T 624= 132.682 T 630=	 _200.710 T 631= 222.355 T	 634= 138.736 T 655= 145:131 T 105= 74.4854
T 121= 54.8545 T 122= 55.4114 T 123= 55.7399 T	 124= 67.4367 T 125= 56.1883 T 126= 67.0375
T 127= 56.4320 T 128= 67.4906 T 129= 58.7051 T	 130= 81.7026 T 131= 71.4557 T 132= 71.1863
T' 133= 70.4785 T 151= 114.202 T ;52= 59.5151 T	 153= 63.2173 T 154= 63.4050 T 155= 62.5355
T "111= 101.168 T 112= 101.567` T 113= 101.621 T	 700= 176.071 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
T 170= 5'..SC32 T 171= 59..^0°.> :72= 57.51 4 'i	 173= 61.8667 T 174= 62.0371 T 175= 61.0661




T 1000= 50.0000 T 1001= 10.0000E+01 T_2000= 90.9435 T 2001= 73.2983 T
TIMEN	 = 0. EBALSC =-2.783245E-04	 CSGMIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(	 33)' = 6.218462E-'05
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 128) =-3.152036E-04	 CSGMAX( 0)	 = 0. ARLXCC(	 176) =-2.658832E-05
ITERCT - 54 D"iXTCC(' 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC(	 0) 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 52.2059 T 2= 21.7544 '	 T 3= 16.7005 T	 4= 29.9507 T 5= 29.9507 T 6= 29.9507
T 10= 73.4747 T 11= 81.5198 T 12= 21.3x50 T	 13= 35.6999 T 14= 47.0451 T 15= 62.2168
T 20= 73-6964 T 21= 81.7416 T -	 22= 21.E490 T	 23= 36.0733 T 24= 47.2669 T 25= 62.2168
T 30= 73.7264 T 31= 81.7716 T 32= 21.5279 T	 -33= 35.9418 T 34= 47.2966 T 35= 62.2168
T 55= 52.8501 T 610= 93.4758 T 611= 105.501 T	 614= 59.0458 T 620= 93.6976 T 621= 105.723
T 624= 59-2576 T 631 93.7276 T 631= 105.753 T	 634= 59.2975 T 655= 62.8507 T 105= 23.6030
T 121= I ^.0,`0 T 122 ,033 T 1??= '	 1^33 T	 111 1S.6"71 T 125= 13. 4379 T 126= 19.4653
T 127= 13.5733 T 128= 19.7170 T 129= 14-8362 T	 130= 27.6126 T 131= 21.9198 T 132= 21.7701
T 133= 21.3770 T I!-;l= 45.6679 T 152= 15-2362 T	 153= 17.3429 T 154= 17.4472 7 155= 16.9642
T 111= 38.4254 T- 112= 58.6422 T 113= 38.6761 T	 700= 80.0396 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
T '170=' 14.1701 T 171= 15.1713 T 172= 14.1774 T	 173= 16_5926 T 174= 16.7150 T 175: 16.1478
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DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.44 . 41. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM ( MITAS II-FO363) CDC6000 SGOPE3 . 4 VERSION
	 PAGE	 5
PROGRAMABLE POKIER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER
	
CONFIGURATION
-	 CONFIGURATION #3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
++NOTE ++ -STDSTL- REQUIRES	 136 WORDS Of DYNAMIC STORAGE
TIMIEN 0. EBALSC =-2.783245E-04	 CSGMIN( 0) = 0. ORLXCC(	 33) 6.218462E-05
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 128) =-3 . 152036E-04	 CSGP,IAX( 0) = 0. AR .LXCC(	 176) =2.658832E-05
ITERCT = 1 01XTCC( 0)	 _ 0. ANXTCC(	 0) _ 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 125.971 T 2= 71.1579 T 3= 62_0608 T	 4= 85.91 1 3 T 5= 85.9113 T 6= 85.9113i T 10= 164.254 T 11= 178.736 T 12= 70.3490 T	 13= 96.2559 T 14= 116.681 T 15= 143.990T 20= 164.654 T 21.= 1.79...135 T 22= 70-9582 T	 23= 96.9.320 T '.24= 117.080 T 25= 143.990
T 30= 164.708 T 31= 179.189 T 32= 70.7502 T	 33= 26.6953 T 34= 117.134 T 35= 143.,990
T 55= 127.130 T 610= 200.257 T 611= 221.902 T	 614= 138.282 T 620= 200.656 T 621= 222.301
T 624= 138.582 T 630= 200.710 T 631= 222.3;5 T	 634= 138.736 T 655= 145.131 T 105= 74.4854T 121= 54.8545 T 122= 55.4114 T 123= 55.7399 T	 124= 67.4307 T 125= 56.1832 T 1,26= 67.0375$ T' 127= 56.4320 T 128= 67.4906 T 129= 58 70'51 T	 130= 81.7026 T 131= 71.4557 T 1322 71.1863
{i T 133= 70.4785 T 151= x14.202 T 1 52= 59.5151 T	 153= 63.2173 T 154= 63.40050 T 155= 62.5355
T 111= 101.163 T 112= 101.567 T 113= 101.621 T	 700= 176.071 T
ARITHMETIC NODES




'. T, 1000= 50.0000 T 1001= 10.0000E+01 T 2000= 90.9435 T 2001= 73.2983 T
C' TIMEN	 = 0. EBALSC --2.783245E-04	 C.SGMIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(	 33) = 6.218462E-05
TSTEPU = 0. ESALNC( 12B) =-3.152036E-04	 CSGi(AX( 0)	 = 0. .ARLXCC(
	 176) =~2.658832E-05
ITERCT = 1 DIXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC(
	 0) = 0..
i,
DIFFUSION NODES rT i= 52.2059 T 2= 21.7544 T 3= 16.7005 T	 4= 29.9507 T 5= 29.9507 T 6= 29.9507
T 1"0= 73.4747 T 11= 81,5198 T 12= 21.30050 T	 13= 35.6999 T 14= 47.0451 T 15= 62.2168
T 20= 73.6964 T' 21= 81 .7416 T 22= 21.6490 T	 23= 36.0733 T 24= 47.2669 T 25= 62.2168
T 30= 73.7234 T_ 31= F:- 7 71, T 37= 2 1 ,=?79 T	 33= 35.9418 T 34= 47.2959 T 35= 62.2168T 55= 52.8501 T 610= 23.4758 T 611= i 05.501 T	 614= 59.0458 T 620= 93.6976 T 621= 105.723
T 624= 59.2676 T 630= 53.7276 T 631= 105.733 T	 634= 59.2975 T 655= 62.8507 T 105= 23.6030
T 121= 12.69' T 122= 13.0063 T 123= 13.1883' T	 124= 19..6871 T 125= 13.4379 T 126r 19.4653 0T 127= 13.5733 T 128= 19.7170 T 129= 14.83u22 T	 130= 27.6126 T 131= 21.'9198 T 132= 21.7701 aT 133= 21.3770 T 151= 45.6679 T 152= 15.2062 T	 153= 17.3429 T 154= 1.7.4472 T 155= 16.9642 ^
t 111= 38.4264 T 112= 38.6482 T 113= 38.6781 T'	 700= 80.0396 T b	 I
f ARITHMETIC NODES Q
q	 T 170= 14-1701 T 171= i5.17-13 T 172= 14.1774 T	 173= 16. 51 926 T 174= 1' 6.7150 T 175= 16.1478T 176= 16.6178 T 177= 15.5924 T 178= 17.7931 T	 501= 27.2061 T I.E . HEATER NODES i
++NON E++ ^ r`BOUNDARY NODES 1+^
"T 1000= 1 .00000 E+01 T 1.001= 37.7778 T 2000= 32.7464 T 2001= 22.9435 T N
Xv
DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.44.43. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITA5 II-FC363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION	 PAGE	 6
PROGRAMABLE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER	 CONFIGURATION --	 CONFIGU:RATION #3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
++NOTE++ 'BOTH DRLXCA( 1.000009E-03) AND ARLXCA( 1.000000E-03) HAVE BEEN MET ON ITERATION 35.
bj1
TIVEN
	 = 0. EBALSC =-2.733245E-04	 CSGMIN( 0) = 0_ DRLXCC(	 634) =-6.783290E-04
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 128) =-3.152036E-04
	
CSG1vAX( 0)	 = 0. AR.LXCC(
	
501) =-2.626782E-04
ITERCT = 35 G',XTCC( 0) = 0. AMXTCC(	 0) = 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= ! 135.204 T 2= 80.4430 T 3= 71.3317 T	 4= 95.1882 T 5= 95.1882 T 6= 95.1882
T 10= 177.520 T 11= 192.001 T 12= 78.4016 T	 13= 104.170 T 14= 129.947 T 15= 150.315
f` T 20= 178.592 T 21= 193.073 T 22= 79.9134 T	 23= 105.823 T 24= 131.019 T 25= 150.315
T 30= 178.710 T 31= 193.191 T 32= 79.4433 T	 33= 105.305 T 34= 131.136 T 35= 150-.315
' T 55= 134.193 T 610= 218.522 T 611= 235.157 T	 614= 151.548 T 620= 214.594 T 621= 236.240
T 624= 152.621 T 630= 214.712 T 631= 236.357 T	 634= 152.737 T' 655= 152.194 T 105= 83.7638
-121= 60.9757 T 122= 62.47337 T 123= 63.6455' T	 124= 81.3772 T 125= 64.8155 T 126= 80.3022
T 127= 65.3505 T 128= 81.4909 T 129= 67.9902 T	 130= 69.4514 T 131= T 132= 80.5191
T 133= 79.8266 T 151= 121.265 T 152= 67.9318 T	 153= 73.9865 T 154=
81.2737
74.4776 T 155= 72.9807
T 111= 114.433 T 112= 115.507 T 113= 115.622 T	 700= 181.221 1
A Q '_ T ??.ET T_C NODES
T 170= 63.7881 T 171=' 65.9616 T 172= -65.7328 T	 173= 72.8426 T 174= 73.4193 T 175= 71.6615




T 1000= 50-0000 T 1001= 10.0000E+01 T 2000= 99.1206 T 2.001= 82.5712 T
TIMCN	 = 0. EBALSC =-2-783245E-04 	 CsGrlliN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(	 634) =6.783290E-04
TSTEPU = 0. ESALNC( 128) =-3.152036E-04	 CSG:.1AX( O)	 = 0. ARLXCC(	 501) =-2.626782E-04
t= ITERCT = 35 DF.IXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC(	 0) _ 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 57.3355 T 2= 26.9128 T F= 21.8243 T	 4= 35.1045 T S= 35.1045 T 6= 35.1.045
T 10= 80.8445 T 11= 88.8836 T 1::= 25.7787 T	 13= 40.0943 T 14= 54.4147 T 15= 65.7306
T 20= 81.4401
	 - T 21= 69. 4 652 T 22= 26.6219 T	 23= 41.0130 T 24= 55.0108 T 25= 65.7306
T 30= 81.5054 T 31'_ 25.5506 T 32= 26.°574 T	 33= 40.7248 T 34= 55.0755 T 35= 65.7306
T 55= 56.7733 T 610= 100.6+6 T 611= 112.871 T	 614= 6S.4154 T 620= 101.441 T 621= 113.466
T 624= 67.011E T 630= i01.5v7 T 63j= 113.631 T	 - 37,.07G2 T 655= 66.774] T 103= 28.7577
T 121= 16-0976 T 122= - 16- 13326 T 123= 17.5308 T	 124= 27.4318 T 125= 18.2308 T 126= 26.8345
T 127= 18.5281 T 128= 27.4949 T 129= 19.93~0 T	 130= 31.9175 T 131= 27.3743 T 132= 26.9550
T 133= 26.5703 T 151= 49.5916 T 152= 19.9021 T	 153= 23.3258 T 154= 23.5987 T 155= 22.7671
T 111= 45.791-8 T 112= 46.3925 T 112= 46.4534 T	 700= 82_9004 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
T 170= 1 7.6f01 T 171= 18.8675 T 172= 18.7404 T	 173= 22.6903 T 174= 23.0107 T 175= 22.0342




T 1000= 1.00000E+01 T 1001= 37.7773 T 2000= 37.2892 T 2001= 28.0951 T
++NOTE++ EBALSA(	 1.000000E-03) HAS BEEN MET ON ITERATION	 43.






















T 1= 135.203 T 2= 80.4426 T 3= 71.3913 T	 4= 95.1878 T 5= 95.1878 T 6=
T 10= _ 1.77.519 T 1'1= 192.000 T 12= 78.4014 T	 13=' 104.170 T 14= 129.945 T 15=
T 20=_ 178.595 T 21= 193.076 T 22= 79.9192 T	 23=i 105.823 T 24= 131.021 T 25=
T 30= 179.707 T 31= 193. 188 T 32= 79.4430 T	 33= 105.304 T 34= 131.134 T 35=
T 55= 134.193 T 610= 213.521 T 611= 2.5.166 7	 614= 151.547 T 620= 214.597 T 621=
T 624= 152.623 T 630= 214-.709 T 631= 236.354' T	 634= 152.735 T 655= 152.194 T 105=
T _
 121 = 60.9755 T 122 = 62.47E S T 123= 63 . 6454 T	 124- 81.3777 T 125= 64.8153- T 126=
T' 127= 65.3504 T 123= 81.4902 T 1 2^- 67.9980 T	 130= 89.4509 T 131= 81.2732 T 132=
T 133= 79.8251 T 151= 121.235° T 152= '67.9316 T	 153= 73.9864 T 154s 74.4774 T 155=











T 170= '63.7879 T 171= 65.9614 T 172= 65.7325 T	 173.=, 72.8425 T 174= 73.4191 T 175= 71.6611
T 176= 71.5752 T. 177= 71.3380 T 178= 74.5337 T	 501:=! 89.6987 T
HEATER NODESX ++NON E+;r
- BOLNDARY -MODES
T 10.00= '50_0000 T 1001= 10.0000E+01 T 2000= 99.1202 T 20¢1= 82.5706 T
TIMEN	 = 0. E.BALSC =-4.358904E=05 CSGMIN( 0)	 = 0.` DRLXCCL 132) =-2.140046E-03.
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 105) r6.609835E-04 CSG tijAX( 0) = 0. A'tLXCC( 501) = 6.165467E-05
ITERCT _ 43 DMXTCC( 0) = 0. AMXTCC( 0) = 0.
DIFFUSI.ON'NODES
T 1= , 57.3353 T 2= 25.9125 T 3= 21.8840 T	 4= 35.1043 T 5= 35.1043 T 6= 35.1043
T 10= 80.8437 T I != 88.8859 T 12= 25.7785 T	 13= 40.0542 T 14= 54.4141 T 15= 65.7303
T 20=' 81.4414
T
21= 89.4866 T 22= 26.6218 T	 23= 41.0129 T 24= 55.0118 T 25= 65.7303
T 30= 81.5039 T 31= 89.5491 T 32= 26.3572 T	 33= 40.7246 T 34= 55.0743 T 35= 65.7303
T 55= 56.7737 T 610= 100.845 T 611= 112.870 T	 614= 66.4148' T 620= 101.443 T 621= 113.4`_+8
j	 T 624= 67.0125 T 630= 101.505 T 631= 113.530 T	 634= 67.0750, T 655= 66.7742 T 105= 28.7573
i	 T 121= 16.0975 T 122- 15.2..25 T 1 23= 7 T	 124= 27.4220 T 125= 18.2307 T 126= 26.8343
T_127= 18,5280 T 128= 27.4945 T 129= 19.99.5-9 T	 130= 31.9172' T 131= 27.3740 T 132= 26.9547
T 133= '26.5701 T 151= 49.5914 T 152= 19.9620 T	 153= 23.3258 T 154= 23.5985 T 155= 22.7668
T 111- 45.7954 'T 112= 46.3931 T 113= 46.4556 T	 700= 82.9.002 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
T 170= 171._6599
	 --- T 171= 18.8674 T 172= 18.7403 T - 173= 22.6903 _'T 174= 23.0106 T 175= 22.0340




T 1000= 1 -00000E+01 T 1001= 37.7778 T 2000= 37.2890 T 2001s 23.0948 T
++NOTE++ EBA'LNA( 1.000000E-03) HAS BEEN liET--ON ITERAT-I0N	 44.
DATE 01/12/79• TIME'09.44.50. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION	 PAGE	 8
PROGRAMA'BLE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER 	 CONFIGURATION -	 CONFIGURATION #3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
TIMEN	 = 0. EBALSC' =-2.419979E-04	 CSGMIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(	 105) =-9.601060E-05
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 105) =-1.607585E-04 CSGiJA:X( 0)	 = 0. ARLXCC(	 501) =-2.471861E-05
4 ITERCT _ 44 DMXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC(	 0) 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 135.203 T 2= 80.4426 T 3= 71.3913 T	 4= 95.1878 T 5= 95.1878 T 6= 95.1878
T 10= 177.519_ T 11= 192.000 T 12= 78.4014 T	 13= 104,.170 T 14= 129.945 T 15= 150.315
T 20= 178.595 T 21= 193.076 T 22= 79.9192 T	 23= 105.823 T 24= 131.021 T 25= 150.315
T 30= 178.707 T 31= 193.1,88 T 32= 79.4430 T	 33= 105.304 T 34= 131.134 T 35= 150.315
T -	 55= 134.193'
	 = T 610= 213.521' T 611= 235.166 T	 614=' 151.547 T 620= 214.597 T 621= 236.242
s, T 624= 152.623 T 630= 214,.709 T 631= 236.354 T	 634= 182.735 T 695- 152.194 T 105= 83.7631
T 121= 60.9755 T 122= 62.4786 T 123= 63.6454 T	 124= 81.3777 T 125= 64.-8153 T 126= 80.3018
T 127= 65.3504 T 128= 81.4901 T 129= 67.9980 'T	 130= 89.4509 T 131= 81.2732 T 132a 80.5185
T 133= 79-.8261 T 151= 121.265 T 152= 67.9316 T	 153= 73.9864 T 154= 74.4774 T 155= 72.9803
T 111= 114.432 T 112= 115.508 T 113= 115.620 T	 700= 181.220 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
T 170= 63.7879 T 171= 65.°E1r T 172= 55.7226 T	 173= 72.8425 T 174= 73.4191' T 175= 71.6611




T 1000= 50.0000 T 1001= 10.0000E+01 T 2000= 99.1202 T 2001= 82.5706 T
TIAAEN	 = 0. EBALSC =-2,419979E-04	 CSG(JIIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(	 105) =-9.801060E-05
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 105) -1.607585E-04	 CSGMAX( 0)	 = 0. ARLXCC(	 501) =-2-471851E-05
ITERC'T _ 44 DMXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC(
	 0) 0.
DIFTUSION NODES
T 1= 57.3353 ' T 2= 26.9125 T 3= 21.8641 T	 4= 35.1043 T 5= 35.1043 T 6= 35.1043
T 10= 80.8437 T 11=' 88.8889 T 12= 25.7786 T	 13= 40.0943 T 14= 54.4141 T 15= 65.7303
T_ 20= 81.4414 T 21= 89.4866 T 22= 26.6218 T	 23= 41.0129 T 24= 55.0118 T 25= 65.7303
T 30= 81.5039 T 31= 89.5491 T 32= 26.3572 T	 33= 40.7246 T 34= 55.0743 T 35= 65.7303
T 55= 56.7737 T 610= 100.845 T 611= 112,870 T	 614= 66.4148 T 620= 101.443 T 621= 113.468
T 624= 67.0125 T 630= 101.505 T 631= 113.530 T	 634= 67.0750 T 655= 66.7742 T 105= 28.7573
T 121= 16.0975' T 122= 16.9325 T 123= 17.5308 T	 124= 27.4320 T 125= 18.2307 T 126= 26.8343
T 127= 18.5280 T 125= 27.4945 T 129= 19.9989 T	 130= 31.9172. T 131= 27.3740 T 132= 26.9547
T 133= 26_5701 T '151= 49.5914 T 152= 19.9520 T	 153= 23.3258 T 1.54= 23.5985 T 155= 22.7668
T Ill= 45.7954 T 112= 46.3531 T '113= 45.4556 T	 700= 82.9002 T
1 ARITHMETIC NODES
T 170:2 17.6599 T 171= 18.8674 T 172= 18.7403 T	 173= 22.6903 T 174= 23.0106 T 175= 22.0340




T 1000= 1.00000E+01 T 1001= 37.7778 T 2000= 37.2890' T 2001= 28.0948 T
DATE 0!1/12/79 TIME 09 .44.50. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM ( MITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3 . 4 VERSION	 PAGE	 9
RROGRAMABLE POWER ' PROWER -PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER	 CONFIGURATION -	 CONFIGURATION #3A FINAL (MODEL PWR STG POW
++NOTE++ -STDSTL- REQUIRES 	 136 WORDS OF DYNAMIC STORAGE
TIMEN	 = 0. EBAL 'SC =-2.419979E-04	 CSGMIN( 0)	 _ 0. DRLXCC(
	 105) =-9 . 801060E-05
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC(	 105) =- 1.607585E-04	 CSGf.1AX( 0")	 : 0. ARLXCC(	 501) =-2.471851E-05
I. ITERCT = 1 DMXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AIMXTCC(	 0) = 0. 
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 135.203 T 2= 80.4426 T 3= 71 . 3913 T	 4= 95.1878 T 5= 95.1878 T 6= 95.1878
T 10= 177.519 T i1= 192.000 T 12= 78.4014 T	 13= 104.170 T 14= 129.945 T 15= 150.315
T 20= 178.595 T 21= 193.076 T 22= 79.9192 T	 23= 105.823 T 24= 131.021 T 25= 150.315
T
-30= 178.707 T 31= 193.188- T 32= 79.4430 T	 33= 105.304 T 34= 131.134 T 35= 150.315
T 55= 134.193 T 610= 213.521 T 611= 235.166 T	 614= 151.547 T 620= 214.597 T 621= 236.242
T 624= 152.623 T'- 630= 214.709 T 631= 236.354 T	 634= 152.735 T 655= 152.194 T 105= 83.7631
T 121= 60.9755 T 122=- 62.4786 T 123= 63.6454 T	 124= 81.3777 T 125= 64.8153 T 126= 80.3018
T 127= 65.3504 T ' 128= 81.4901 T 129= 67.9930 T	 130= 89.4509 T 131= 81.2732 T 132= 80.5185
T 133= 79-8261 T 151= 121-265 T 152= 67.9316 T	 153= 73.9864 T 154= 74.4774 T 155= 72.9803
T III=1= 1 14.432 T 112= 115. 508 T 113= 115-620 T	 700= 181 .220 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
_ T 170= 63.7879 - T 171= 65.9614 T 172= 65.7325 T	 173= 72.8425 T 174= 73.4191 T 175= 71.6611




T 1000= 50-0000 T 1001= 10.0000E+01 T 2000= 9 1J.1202 T 2001= 82.5706 T
TIMEN	 = 0. EBALSC =--2.419979E-04
	
CSGIMIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(	 105) =-9.801060E-05
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 105) =-1.60756SE-04	 CSGMAX( 0)	 = 0. ARLXCC(	 501) =-2.471851E-05
ITERCT _ 1 DMXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AfAXTCC( 0) 0.
LL'
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 57.3353' T 2= 26.9125 T 3= 21.8341 T	 4= 35.1043 T 5= 35.1043 T 6= 35..1 043
T 10= 80.8437 T 11= 88.8839 T 12= 25.7786 T	 13= 40.0943 T 14= 54.4141 T. 15= 65.7303
T 20= 81.4414 T 21= 89.4&66 T 22= 26.6218 T	 23= 41.0129 T 24= 55.0118 T 25= 65.7303
T 30= a1.503^_:, r T 31=" 89.5481 T 32= 26.3572 T	 33= 40.7246 T 34= 55.0743 T 35= 65.7303
T 55= ` 56.7737 T 610= 100.645 T 611= 112.870 T	 614= 66.4148 T 620= 101.443 T 621= 113.468
T 624= 67.0125 T 630= 101.505 T 1331=' 113.530 T	 634= 67.0750 T 655= 66_7742 T 105= 28.7573ki
T 121= 16.0975 T_ 122= 16.9323 T 123= 17.5300 T	 124= 27.4320 T 125= 18.2307 T 126= 26.8343
T 127= 18.5230 ! T 128= 27.4945 T 129= 19.9969 T	 130= 31.9172 T 131= 27.3740 T 132= 26.9547
T 133= 26.5701 T 151= 49.5914 T 152= 19.eS20 T	 153= 23.3258 T 1.54= 23.5985 T 155= 22.7668
- T 1' 11= 45.7954 T 112= 46-3931 T 113= 46.4556 T	 700= 62.9002 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
H	 T 170= 17.6599 T 171= 18-8674 T 172=	 -1 8.7403 T	 173= 22.6903 T 174= 23.0106 T 17.5: 22.0340




T 1000= 1.00000E+01 T 1001=; 37.7778 T 2000= 37.2890 T 2001= 28.0948 T
T
'T
DATE 01 / 12%79 TIME 09.44.55. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM ( MITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3 . 4 VERSION	 PAGE	 10
PROGRAMABLE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER	 CONFIGURATION -	 CONFIGURATION	 k3A FINAL MODEL PWR STG POW
++NOTE ++ BOTH DRLXCA( 1..000000E-03) AND ARLXCA(	 1.000000E-03) HAVE BEEN MET ON ITERATION 65.
TIMEN	 = 0. EBAL5C =-2.419979E-04	 CSGMIN( 0) = 0. DRLXCC( 630) = 7 . 913566E-04
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 105) =-1.607585E-04	 CSGFiAX( 0) = '0. ARLXCC( 173) = 2 . 4568.09E-04 .
ITERCT _ 65 DMXTCC( 0)	 = G. AMXTCC( 0) = 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
r' T 1= 183.062" T 2= 127.879 T 3= 118.990 T	 4= 143.294 T 5= 143.294 T 6= 143.294
T 10= 270.671 T 11= 285.153 T 12= 150.483 T	 13= 179.652 T 14= 223.098 T 15= 179.214
T 20= 283.111 T. 21=. 2y 7.593 T 22= 161.305 T	 23= 192.095 T 24=. 235.538 T 25= 179.214
T 30= 277.638'' T 31= 292.119 T 32= 155.147 T	 33= 186.351 T 34= 230.066 T 35= 179.214
T 55= 175.480 T 610= 3u6.674 T 611= 328.319 T	 614= 244.699 T 620= 319.113 T 621= 340.759
T 624= 257.139 T 630= 313.640 T 63-o= 335.2&6 T	 634= 251.667 T 655= 193.481 T 105= 114.382
T 121= 94.9513 T 122= 120.077 T 123= "140.973 T	 124= 185.895 T 125= 147.666 T 126= 173.455
T 127= 153.705 T 128= 180.424 T 129= 116.390 T	 130= 114,877 T 131= 109.161 T 132= 96.6295
T 133= 108.114 T 151= 162.552 T 152= 128.222 T	 153= 154.350 T 154= 157.195 T 155= 141.035
T Iii= 207.5x5 i 112= 2200 .025 o- i'i3= 2 14.LJ3 T	 00^ 207. 173 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
-
T 170= 78.5539 T 171= 112.081 T 172= 131.636 T	 173= 162.317 T 174-
-
165.657 T 175= 146.681




7 1000 = 50.0000. T 1001= 10.0000E+-01'	 T 2000= 154.622 T 20010 110. 189 T
TI°3CN' = 0. EBALSC =-2.419979E-04	 CSGMIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(	 630) = 7.913566E-04
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 105) =-1.607585E-04	 CSGMAX( 0)	 = 0. ARLXCC(	 173) = 2.456809E'-04
ITERCT - 65 DMX'TCC( 0)	 = 0. AMIXTCC(	 0) = 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 83.9231 T 2= 53.2663 T 3= 48.3224 T	 4= 61.8299 T 5= 61.8299 T 6= 61.8299
T 10= 132.595 T 11= 140.640 T 12= 65.8236 T	 13= 62.1402 T 14= 106.165 T 15= 81.7855
T 20= 139.5066 T 21= 147.551 T 22= 71.8358 T	 23= 88.9414 T 24= 113.077 T 25= 81.7855
T 30= 136- 4c-S T 31= 144.511 T 32= 66.9703 T	 33= 85.6950 T 34= 110.037 T 35= 81.7855
T 55= 79.7113	 - T 610= 152.593 T 611= 164.622 T	 614= 118.166 T 620= 159.507 T 621= 171.533
T 6 .23= 125.077 T 630= 156.467 T 631= 168.492 T	 634= 122.037 T 655= 69.7119 T 105= 45.7678
T 121= 34.9730' T 122= 48.9318 T 123= 60.5406 T	 124= 85.4972 T 125= 64.2587 T 126= 78.5862
T 127= 67.6584 T 128= 82.4577 T 129= 46.8831 T	 130= 46.0428 T 131= 42.8671 T 132= 35.9053
T 133= 42.2858 T - 151= 72.5290 T 152= 53.4509 - T-	 153= 57.9724 T • 154= 69.5526 T 155= 60.5751
T Ill= 97-5471 T 112= 104.458 T 113-- 1 01 .418 T	 700= 97.3185 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
T 170= 25-8633 T 171= 44.4893 T 172= 55.3532` T	 173= 72.3984 T 174= 74.2539 T 175= 63.7118




T 1000= 1.00000E+01 T 1001= 37.7778 T 2000= 68.1235 T 2001= 43.4382 T
++NOTE++ EEALSA(	 1.000000E-03)-HAS SEEN N ET ON ITERATION	 112.
DATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.44 - 59. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM ( MITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERSION	 PAGE	 11
PROGRAMABLE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER	 CONFIGURATION -	 CONF!GURATION #3A FINAL MODEL PwR STG POW
TIMEN	 - 0. EBALSC =-7.762631E-04	 CSGN',IN( 0)	 - 0. DRLXCC(	 35) =-1.010889E-04




CSG,%AAX( 01,	 = 0. ARLXCC(	 501) z 9.211003E-05
ITERCT 112 0?;,XTCC( 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC(	 0) a 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 183-063 T	 2= 127.881 T 3= 118-902 T	 4= 143.296 T 5= 143-296 T 6= 143.296
T 10= 270.675 T	 II= 285.150' T 12= 150.465 T	 13= 179.855 T 14= 223-102 T 15= 179.215
T 20= 263.115 T	 21= 297.596 T 22= 161.3C7 T	 23= 192.097 T 24= 235.542 T 25= 179.215
T 310=r- 277.645 T	 31= 292.126 T 32= 156.149 T	 33= 186.254 T 34= 230-071 T 35= 179.215
T 55= 175.482 T	 610= 306.677 T 611= 328-323 T	 614= 244.703 T 620= 319-117 T 621= 340.762
T 624= 257.143 T	 630= 313.647 T 631= 335-292 T	 634= 251.673 T 655= 193-483 T 105= 114.384
T 121= 94-9528 T	 122= 120.079 r 123= 140-976 T	 124= 185.898 T 125= 147.668 T 126= 173.458
T 127= 153.788 T	 128= 180.428 T 129= 116.391 1	 130= 114.879 T 131= 109.162 T 132= 96.6308
T 133= 108.116 T	 151= 162-554 T 152= 128.225 T	 153= 154.353 T 154= 157.1'48 T 155= 141.038
T 111= 207.588 T	 112= 220.028 T 113= 214.558 T	 700= 207.175 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
t70= 78.5547 T	 171= 112.0a2 T s72z i31.Z6 T	 173" 152. 320 ' 174= 165-660 T 175: 146.684




T 1000= 50-0000 T	 1001= 10.0000E+01 T 2000= 154-625 T 2001= 110.190 T
TIMEN	 = 0. EBALSC =-7.762631E-04	 CSGMIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(	 35) =-1.010889E-04
TSTEPU = 0. EBALNC( 124) =-1.977904E-04	 CSGPI.AX( 0)	 = 0. ARLXCC(	 501) = 9.211003E-05
ITERCT 112 DMXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC(	 0) - 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 83.9241 T	 2= 53.2673 T 3= 46.3235 T	 4= 61.8309 T 5= 61.8309 T 6= 61.8309
T 10= 132-597 T	 II= 1 40.642 T 12= 65.8251 T	 13= 82.1417 T 14= 106-168 T 15= 81.7864
T 20= 139.508 T	 21= 147.553 T 22= 71.8374 T	 23= 88.9430 T 24= 113-079 T 25= 81.7864
T 30= 136-469 T	 31= 144.514 T 32= 68.9719 T	 33= 85.6967 T 34= 110.040 T 35= 81.7864
T 55= 79.7121 T	 610= 152.593 T 611= 164-624 T	 614= 118.168 T 620= 159-509 T 621= 171.535
T 624= 125.079 T	 630-' 156.470 T 631= 168-496 T	 634= 122.040 T 655= 69.7127 T 105= 45.7689
7 1 21- 3 4.573: 122= 4a - 4:^  3 31 .0 T "27= C	 1 T	 124= 25.4 4^189 T 125= 64.2e03 T 126= 78.5879
T 127= 67.6600 T	 126= 52.4599 T 129= 4G-8340 T	 130= 46.0437 T 131= 42.8680 T 132= 35.9060
T 133= 42.2867 T	 151= 72.5298 T 152= 53.4583 T	 153= 67.9740 T 154= 69.5543 T 155= 60.5766
T 111= 97.5490 T	 112= 104.460 T 113= 101.421 T	 700= 97.3192 T
ARITHMET I C NODES
T 170= 25.8G37 T	 171= 44.4903 T 172= 55.3546 T	 173= 72.4000 T 174= 74.2557 T 175a 63.7134




T 1000= 1.00000E+01 T 1001= 37.7773 T 2000= 68.1247 T 2001= 43.4391 T
++.%-JTE++ EBALNjk( 1.000000E-03) HAS BEEN MET ON ITERATION	 113.
PAGE	 12
PWR STG POW
} BATE 01/12/79 TIME 09.45.00. MARTIN MARIETTA THERMAL ANALYZER SYSTEM (MITAS II-FD363) CDC6000 SCOPE3.4 VERS70D
PROGRAMABLE POWER PROWER PROCESSOR 1/79 CHAPTER
	 CONFIGURATION - CONFIGURATION 83A FINAL MODEL
TIMEN
	 = 0. EBALSC =-7.595126E-04
	
CSGfAIN( 0)	 = 0. DRLXCC(
	 35) = 7.166456E-05
T.STEPU = 0.' EBALNC(	 10) =-1.241170E-04
	
C5GG.9AX( 0)	 = 0. ARLXCC( 501) = 9.860152E-06
ITERCT - 113 DMXTCC( 0)	 = 0. AMXTCC( 0) = 0.
a i	 00 DIFFUSION NODES
s	 T 1= 183.063 T 2= 1.27.681 T 3= 158.982 T	 4= 143.296 T 5= 143.296 T 6= 143.296
`-	 T 10= 270.675 T 11= 285.156 T 12= 150.485 T	 13= 179.855 T 14= 223.102 T 15= 179.216
T 20= 283.115 T 21= 297.596 T 22= 161.307 T	 23= 192.097 T 24= 235.542 T 25= 179.216
T 30= 277.645' T 31= 292.126 T 32= 156.149 T	 33= 1$6.254 T 34= 230.071 T 35= 179.216
T 55= 175.482 T 306.677 T 611= .328.323 T	 614 244.703 T 620= 319.117 T E21= 340.762
T 624= 257.143' T
610=
630= 313.647 T 631= 335.292 T	 634= 251.673 T 655= 193.483 T 105= 114.384
T 121= 94.9528' T 122= 120.079 T 123 140.976 T	 124_ 165.898 T 125= 147.668 T 126= 173.458
T 127= 153.788' T 128= 180.428 T 129= 116.391 T	 130= 114.679 T 131= 109..162 T 132= 96.6308,
T 133= 108.116 T 151= 162.554 T 152= 128.225 T	 153= 154.353 T 154= 157.198 T 155= 141.038
T 111=' 207`.588 T 112= 220.028 T 113= 214.558 T	 700= 207.175 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
3	 T 170= .76.8547 T 171= 112.082 T 172= 131.638 T	 173= 162.320 T 174= 165.660 T 175= 146.684




T 1000='.50.0000 T 1001= 10.0000E+01 T 2000= 154.625 T- 2001= 110.190 T
a
TIMEN
	 = 0., EBALSC =-7.595126E-04 CSGMIN( 0)	 = 0,. DRLXCC( 35) = 7.168456E-05
TSTEPU = 0.' EBALNC( 101 =-1.241170E-04 CSGMAX( 0)	 = 0. A.RLXCC( 501)	 = 9.660152E-06
ITERCT 113 TCC( 0)	 = 0< AMXTCC( 0) = 0.
DIFFUSION NODES
T 1= 83.924. T 2= 53-2673 T 3= 48.3235 T	 4= 61.8309 T 5= 61.8309 T 6= 61.8309
T 10= 132.597 T 11= 140.642 T 12= 65.6251 T	 13= 82.1417 T 14= 106.168 T 15= 81.7864
T 20= 139.508 T 21= 147.553 T 2"• = 71.8374 T	 23= 88.9430 T 24= 113.079 T 25= 81.7864
T 30= 136.469 T 31= 144.514 T 32= 68.9719 T	 33= 85.6967 T 34= 110.040 T 35= 81.78.64
T 55=' 79.7121 T 610= 152.598 T 611= 164.624 T	 614= 118.168 T 620= 1 59.509 T 621= 171.535
R.	 T 624= 125.079 T 630= 155.470 T 631= 163.4SS T	 634= 122.040 T 655= 89.7126 T 105= 45.7689T 121= 34.9738 T 12P.= 48.9330 T 122= 60.5422 T	 124= 85.4PS9 T 125= 64.260x' T 125= 78.5879
T 127= 67.6600 T 128= 82.4599 T 129° 46.884,' T	 130= 46.0437' T 131= 42.8684 T 132= 35.9060
T 133= 42.2567 T 151= 72.5298 T 151= 53.4583 T	 153_ 67.9740 T 154= 69.5543 T 155= 60.5766
e`	 T Ill= 97-5490 T 112= 104.460 T 113= 1 01 .421 T	 700= 97.3192 T
ARITHMETIC NODES
T 170= 25.8637 T 171= 44.4903 T 172= 55.3546 T	 173= 72.4000 T 174= 74.2557 T 175= 63.7134




T 1000= 1.00000E+01 T 1001= 37.7778 T 2000= 68.1248 T 2001- 43.4391 T
;'^	 ++NOTE++ END OF EXECUTIONER PHASE.
